
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

August 21, 2014 
 
The Honorable Kimberly D. Bose 
Secretary  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20426 
 
 Re: Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER14-____ 

Submission of Network Integration Transmission Service Agreement and 
Network Operating Agreement 

 
Dear Secretary Bose: 
 
 Pursuant to section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. § 824d, and section 
35.13 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“Commission”) regulations, 18 
C.F.R. § 35.13, Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (“SPP”) submits an executed Service 
Agreement for Network Integration Transmission Service (“Service Agreement”) 
between SPP as Transmission Provider and Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
(“AECI”) as Network Customer (“Tenth Revised AECI Service Agreement”), and an 
executed Network Operating Agreement (“NOA”) between SPP as Transmission 
Provider, AECI as the Network Customer, and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 
(“OG&E”) as the Host Transmission Owner (“Tenth Revised AECI NOA”).1  The Tenth 
Revised AECI Agreements modify the currently effective Service Agreement and NOA 
among the Parties accepted for filing by the Commission on September 24, 2013, in 
Docket No. ER13-2061-000.2  SPP submits this filing because the Tenth Revised AECI 

                                                 
1  The Tenth Revised AECI Service Agreement and the Tenth Revised AECI NOA 

are referred to collectively as the “Tenth Revised AECI Agreements,” and SPP, 
AECI, and OG&E are referred to collectively as “the Parties.”  The Tenth Revised 
AECI Agreements have been designated as Tenth Revised Service Agreement 
No. 1154. 

2  See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER13-2061-000 (Sept. 
24, 2013) (“September Letter Order”).  The agreements accepted in the 
September Letter Order are collectively referred to as the “Ninth Revised AECI 
Agreements” and individually are referred to as the “Ninth Revised AECI Service 
Agreement” and the “Ninth Revised AECI NOA.”  
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Agreements do not conform to the standard forms of service agreements set forth in 
SPP’s Open Access Transmission Tariff (“SPP Tariff”).3 
 
I. Background 
 
 On November 30, 2005, SPP filed an unexecuted Service Agreement between 
SPP and AECI, and corresponding NOA between the Parties, in Docket No. ER06-257-
000.4  Both the Service Agreement and the NOA in the Original Filing provided that the 
Network Load consisted of the delivery points of Otoe and Muldrow, Oklahoma, which 
are physically located on OG&E’s transmission system.  The Service Agreement was 
filed on an unexecuted basis in order to allow the parties additional time to agree upon 
and finalize the Wholesale Distribution Service (“WDS”) charges for the Otoe, 
Oklahoma delivery point.  As explained in the Original Filing, the Service Agreement 
and the NOA also were submitted to the Commission for approval because certain 
provisions did not conform to the pro forma Agreements. 

On June 6, 2006, SPP submitted revised and executed versions of the Service 
Agreement and the NOA, along with an executed Direct Assignment Facilities Charges 
Agreement (“Facilities Agreement”) as an attachment to the Service Agreement.5  The 
Facilities Agreement established the requirements, terms and conditions pursuant to 
which OG&E recovers certain revenue associated with AECI’s use of the Otoe facilities.  
Attachment A of the Facilities Agreement identifies the facilities or portions of facilities 
owned by OG&E utilized by AECI to deliver power and energy to the delivery point, as 
defined in the Facilities Agreement.  Attachment B of the Facilities Agreement contains a 
rate formula to determine the applicable WDS charge for use of the direct assignment 
facilities.  The rate formula uses data from OG&E’s most recent FERC Form No. 1 to 
determine the WDS charge, which is to be updated no later than July 1 of each year.  
Attachment C of the Facilities Agreement contains the loss factors for the direct 
assignment facilities, as agreed to by OG&E and AECI.  On August 18, 2006, the 

                                                 
3  See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., FERC Electric Tariff, Sixth Revised Volume No. 

1 at Attachment F (“pro forma Service Agreement”) and Attachment G (“pro 
forma NOA”), collectively “the pro forma Agreements.”   

4  Submittal of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Docket No. ER06-257-000 (Nov. 30, 
2005) (“Original Filing”).  The Service Agreement and NOA in the Original 
Filing were designated Original Service Agreement No. 1154. 

5  Submission of Amendment to Initial Filing of Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 
Docket No. ER06-257-001 (June 6, 2006) (“June 6 Filing”). 
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Commission accepted the June 6 Filing, subject to certain ministerial filing 
requirements.6   

Since the Commission accepted the June 6 Filing, the Parties have annually 
updated, and the Commission has accepted, the Service Agreement in accordance with 
the terms of the Facilities Agreement.7  Accordingly, AECI has updated the Facilities 
Agreement based on OG&E’s most recent FERC Form No. 1 data to determine the WDS 
charge.  In addition, the Parties update the Tenth Revised AECI Agreements to include 
changes to the pro forma Agreements approved by the Commission for SPP’s Integrated 
Marketplace.8  To facilitate these changes, the Parties executed the Tenth Revised AECI 
Agreements. 
 
II. Description and Justification of Revisions to the Tenth Revised AECI 

Agreements  
 

The Tenth Revised AECI Agreements conform to the pro forma Agreements 
except for the non-conforming language in the Tenth Revised AECI Agreements 
described below, which is similar to the non-conforming language included in the Ninth 
Revised AECI Agreements.  

 
First, Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 5.0 of Attachment 1 of the Tenth Revised AECI 

Service Agreement include language providing that AECI’s Network Loads will be 
dynamically telemetered to and included in AECI’s Balancing Authority Area.  Similarly, 
in Section 4.6 of the Tenth Revised AECI NOA, the Parties added language to reflect that 
AECI’s Network Loads are telemetered to the AECI control area and shall comply with 
the Southeast Reliability Council underfrequency load shedding criteria.  These revisions 
                                                 
6  See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket Nos. ER06-257-000 and -

001 (Aug. 18, 2006) (“August 18 Letter Order”).  The Commission accepted 
SPP’s compliance filing regarding the ministerial filing requirements on October 
13, 2006.  See Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER06-257-
002 (Oct. 13, 2006). 

7  See, e.g., September Letter Order; Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, 
Docket No. ER13-1294-000 (June 11, 2013); Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Letter 
Order, Docket No. ER12-2346-000 (Sept. 24, 2012); Southwest Power Pool, Inc., 
Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-5-000 (Nov. 30, 2011); Southwest Power Pool, 
Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER10-2095-000 (Sept. 16, 2010); Southwest Power 
Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER09-1778-000 (Nov. 6, 2009); Southwest 
Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER08-1325-000 (Sept. 17, 2008); 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER07-1218-000 (Sept. 21, 
2007).  

8  See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., 141 FERC ¶ 61,048 (2012). 
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are included to clarify that while AECI’s delivery points are physically located on the 
OG&E transmission system, its load is telemetered back to AECI’s Balancing Authority 
Area for scheduling purposes.  The Commission has accepted other agreements submitted 
by SPP with similar language, including the Ninth Revised AECI Service Agreements.9 

 
 Second, Section 8.9 of Attachment 1 of the Tenth Revised AECI Service 
Agreement contains language detailing the WDS charge for the AECI load physically 
located on the OG&E transmission system.  As discussed above, AECI and OG&E 
entered into the Facilities Agreement to govern charges for direct assignment facilities.  
The Facilities Agreement is included as a non-conforming Appendix 4 to the Tenth 
Revised AECI Service Agreement to provide cost support for the WDS charges.  The 
inclusion of cost support and monthly charges for WDS is consistent with Schedule 10 of 
the SPP Tariff, which requires cost support when Service Agreements containing WDS 
charges are filed with the Commission.10  The Commission has accepted other 
agreements submitted by SPP with similar language, including the Ninth Revised AECI 
Service Agreement.11   
 
 Finally, Section 8.9 of Attachment 1 of the Tenth Revised AECI Service 
Agreement also includes language providing that AECI will compensate OG&E for line 
losses associated with using the direct assignment facilities pursuant to certain 
enumerated loss factors in Attachment C of the Facilities Agreement.  These loss factors 
were negotiated by AECI and OG&E and included in the June 6 Filing, which the 
Commission accepted in the August 18 Letter Order.  The Commission has accepted 
other agreements submitted by SPP with similar language, including the Ninth Revised 
AECI Service Agreement.12   
 
III. Effective Date and Waiver 
  
 SPP respectfully requests an effective date of July 1, 2014 for the Tenth Revised 
AECI Agreements.  To permit such an effective date, pursuant to section 35.11 of the 
                                                 
9  Supra n. 7. 

10  See SPP Tariff at Schedule 10 (“All rates and charges for Wholesale Distribution 
Service shall be on file with the appropriate agency as required by law or 
regulation.  To the extent that a Service Agreement containing provisions for 
Wholesale Distribution Service is required to be filed with the Commission, the 
Transmission Provider, in consultation with the appropriate Transmission Owner, 
shall provide along with the filing, adequate cost support to justify the customer-
specific rates and charges being assessed under this Schedule 10.”).   

11  Supra n. 7. 

12  Supra n. 7. 
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Commission’s rules and regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 35.11, SPP requests a waiver of the 
Commission’s 60-day notice requirement set forth at 18 C.F.R. § 35.3.  Waiver is 
appropriate because the Parties have agreed to this effective date.  Further, waiver will 
permit the Wholesale Distribution Service Charge language to be effective as of July 1, 
2014.  Moreover, the Commission previously has granted similar waivers of the notice 
requirement and allowed agreements to become effective on the requested date.13  I 
 
IV. Additional Information 

 
A. Information Required by Section 35.13 of the Commission’s 

Regulations, 18 C.F.R. § 35.13: 
(1) Documents submitted with this filing: 

In addition to this transmittal letter, SPP submits the following:  

(i)  A clean copy of the Tenth Revised AECI 
Agreements; and  

(ii) A redlined copy of the Tenth Revised AECI 
Agreements. 

(2) Effective Date: 

As discussed herein, SPP respectfully requests that the 
Commission accept the Tenth Revised AECI Agreements with an 
effective date of July 1, 2014.   
 
 
 
 

                                                 
13  See Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER13-2359-000 (Nov. 6, 

2013); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER13-2068-000 (Sept. 23, 
2013); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER13-1719-000 (Aug. 14, 
2013); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-872-000 (Mar. 16, 
2012); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-871-000 (Mar. 16, 
2012); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-870-000 (Mar. 14, 
2012); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-868-000 (Mar. 14, 
2012); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-867-000 (Mar. 14, 
2012); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER12-866-000 (Mar. 14, 
2012); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket No. ER11-3073-000 (May 11, 
2011); Sw. Power Pool, Inc., Letter Order, Docket Nos. ER11-4148-000, 001 
(Oct. 24, 2011). 
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(3) Service: 
 

SPP is serving a copy of this filing on the representatives for AECI 
and OG&E listed in the Tenth Revised AECI Agreements.  
 

(4) Basis of Rate: 

All charges will be determined in accordance with the SPP Tariff 
and the Tenth Revised AECI Agreements. 

B. Communications: 

Any correspondence regarding this matter should be directed to: 

Matthew Harward 
Attorney 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Telephone: (501) 614-3560 
mharward@spp.org 

Nicole Wagner 
Manager - Regulatory Policy 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
201 Worthen Drive 
Little Rock, AR 72223 
Telephone: (501) 688-1642 
jwagner@spp.org 

 
V. Conclusion 
 
 For all the foregoing reasons, SPP respectfully requests that the Commission 
accept the Tenth Revised AECI Agreements with an effective date of July 1, 2014. 
 
        

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
       /s/ Matthew Harward 

Matthew Harward 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

 
Attorney for Southwest Power  
Pool, Inc. 

 
 

mailto:tkentner@spp.org
mailto:jwagner@spp.org
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

Tenth Revised Service Agreement No. 1154 

 

SERVICE AGREEMENT FOR NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE 

BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. 

 AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC. 

 

This Network Integration Transmission Service Agreement ("Service Agreement") is 

entered into this 1
st 

day of July, 2014, by and between Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

("Network Customer"), and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. ("Transmission Provider").  The Network 

Customer and Transmission Provider shall be referred to individually as “Party” and collectively as 

"Parties." 

 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has determined that the Network Customer has 

made a valid request for Network Integration Transmission Service in accordance with the 

Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff ("Tariff") filed with the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission ("Commission") as it may from time to time be amended; 

 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider administers Network Integration Transmission 

Service for Transmission Owners within the SPP Region and acts as agent for the Transmission 

Owners in providing service under the Tariff;  

 

WHEREAS, the Network Customer has represented that it is an Eligible Customer under the 

Tariff; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Parties intend that capitalized terms used herein shall have the same 

meaning as in the Tariff.  

 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein, the 

Parties agree as follows: 
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1.0 The Transmission Provider agrees during the term of this Service Agreement, as it may be 

amended from time to time, to provide Network Integration Transmission Service in 

accordance with the Tariff to enable delivery of power and energy from the Network 

Customer’s Network Resources that the Network Customer has committed to meet its load. 

 

2.0 The Network Customer agrees to take and pay for Network Integration Transmission 

Service in accordance with the provisions of Parts I, III and V of the Tariff and this Service 

Agreement with attached specifications. 

 

3.0 The terms and conditions of such Network Integration Transmission Service shall be 

governed by the Tariff, as in effect at the time this Service Agreement is executed by the 

Network Customer, or as the Tariff is thereafter amended or by its successor tariff, if any.  

The Tariff, as it currently exists, or as it is hereafter amended, is incorporated in this Service 

Agreement by reference.  In the case of any conflict between this Service Agreement and the 

Tariff, the Tariff shall control.  The Network Customer has been determined by the 

Transmission Provider to have a Completed Application for Network Integration 

Transmission Service under the Tariff.  The completed specifications are based on the 

information provided in the Completed Application and are incorporated herein and made a 

part hereof as Attachment 1. 

 

4.0 Service under this Service Agreement shall commence on such date as it is permitted to 

become effective by the Commission.  This Service Agreement shall be effective through 

March 17, 2019. Thereafter, it will continue from year to year unless terminated by the 

Network Customer or the Transmission Provider by giving the other one-year advance 

written notice or by the mutual written consent of the Transmission Provider and Network 

Customer.  Upon termination, the Network Customer remains responsible for any 

outstanding charges including all costs incurred and apportioned or assigned to the Network 

Customer under this Service Agreement. 

 

5.0 The Transmission Provider and Network Customer have executed a Network Operating 

Agreement as required by the Tariff. 
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6.0 Any notice or request made to or by either Party regarding this Service Agreement shall be 

made to the representative of the other Party as indicated below.  Such representative and 

address for notices or requests may be changed from time to time by notice by one Party or 

the other. 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (Transmission Provider):  

Tessie Kentner 

     Attorney 

201 Worthen Drive 

Little Rock, AR 72223-4936 

Email Address:  tkentner@spp.org 

Phone Number:  (501) 688-1782 

 

 Network Customer:   

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.  

James J. Jura  

2814 S. Golden  

Springfield, MO 65807  

Email Address:  jjura@aeci.org 

Phone Number:  (417) 885-9218 

 

 

7.0 This Service Agreement shall not be assigned by either Party without the prior written 

consent of the other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.  However, 

either Party may, without the need for consent from the other, transfer or assign this Service 

Agreement to any person succeeding to all or substantially all of the assets of such Party.  

However, the assignee shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this Service 

Agreement. 

 

8.0 Nothing contained herein shall be construed as affecting in any way the Transmission 

Provider’s or a Transmission Owner’s right to unilaterally make application to the Federal 
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Energy Regulatory Commission, or other regulatory agency having jurisdiction, for any 

change in the Tariff or this Service Agreement under Section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 

or other applicable statute, and any rules and regulations promulgated thereunder; or the 

Network Customer's rights under the Federal Power Act and rules and regulations 

promulgated thereunder. 

 

9.0 By signing below, the Network Customer verifies that all information submitted to the 

Transmission Provider to provide service under the Tariff is complete, valid and accurate, 

and the Transmission Provider may rely upon such information to fulfill its responsibilities 

under the Tariff. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Service Agreement to be executed 

by their respective authorized officials. 

 

TRANSMISSION PROVIDER    NETWORK CUSTOMER 

 

 /s/ Carl Monroe   /s/ James J. Jura 

Signature  Signature 

 

Carl Monroe 

  

 Jim J. Jura 

Printed Name  Printed Name 

 

 EVP & COO 

  

CEO & General Manager 

Title  Title 

 

 August 13, 2014 

  

 August 5, 2014 

Date  Date 
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE 

AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC 

COOPERATIVE, INC. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE 

 

1.0 Network Resources 

The Network Resources are listed in Appendix 1. 

2.0 Network Loads 

 

The Network Load consists of the bundled native load or its equivalent for Network 

Customer load physically located on Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company’s transmission 

system as listed in Appendix 3. The Network Customer’s load is dynamically telemetered to 

and included in the Associated Electric Cooperative Balancing Authority Area. 

 

The Network Customer’s Network Load shall be measured on an hourly integrated basis, by 

suitable metering equipment located at each connection and delivery point, and each 

generating facility. The meter owner shall cause to be provided to the Transmission 

Provider, Network Customer and applicable Transmission Owner, on a monthly basis such 

data as required by Transmission Provider for billing.  The Network Customer’s load shall 

be adjusted, for settlement purposes, to include applicable Transmission Owner transmission 

and distribution losses, as applicable, as specified in Sections 8.5 and 8.6, respectively.  For 

a Network Customer providing retail electric service pursuant to a state retail access 

program, profiled demand data, based upon revenue quality non-IDR meters may be 

substituted for hourly integrated demand data. Measurements taken and all metering 

equipment shall be in accordance with the Transmission Provider’s standards and practices 

for similarly determining the Transmission Provider’s load.  The actual hourly Network 

Loads, by delivery point, internal generation site and point where power may flow to and 
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from the Network Customer, with separate readings for each direction of flow, shall be 

provided. 

3.0 Affected Balancing Authority Area and Intervening Systems Providing Transmission 

Service 

The affected Balancing Authority Area is Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company. The load is 

dynamically telemetered to and included in the Associated Electric Cooperative Balancing 

Authority Area but physically on the Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Transmission 

System.  The intervening systems providing transmission service are none.    

4.0 Electrical Location of Initial Sources 

See Appendix 1. 

5.0 Electrical Location of the Ultimate Loads 

The loads of Network Customer identified in Section 2.0 hereof as the Network Load are 

electrically located on the Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company transmission system. The 

load is dynamically telemetered to and included in the Associated Electric Cooperative 

Balancing Authority Area. 

6.0 Delivery Points 

The delivery points are the interconnection points identified in Section 2.0 as the Network 

Load.  

7.0 Receipt Points 

The Points of Receipt are listed in Appendix 2. 

8.0 Compensation 

Service under this Service Agreement may be subject to some combination of the charges 

detailed below.  The appropriate charges for individual transactions will be determined in 

accordance with the terms and conditions of the Tariff. 

8.1 Transmission Charge 

Monthly Demand Charge per Section 34 and Part V of the Tariff. 

8.2 System Impact and/or Facility Study Charge 

Studies may be required in the future to assess the need for system reinforcements in 

light of the ten-year forecast data provided.  Future charges, if required, shall be in 

accordance with Section 32 of the Tariff. 

 8.3 Direct Assignment Facilities Charge 
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8.4 Ancillary Service Charges 

8.4.1 The following Ancillary Services are required under this Service Agreement. 

a) Scheduling, System Control and Dispatch Service per Schedule 1 of 

the Tariff. 

b) Tariff Administration Service per Schedule 1-A of the Tariff. 

c) Reactive Supply and Voltage Control from Generation Sources 

Service per Schedule 2 of the Tariff. 

d) Regulation and Frequency Response Service per Schedule 3 of the 

Tariff. 

e) Energy Imbalance Service per Schedule 4 of the Tariff. 

f) Operating Reserve - Spinning Reserve Service per Schedule 5 of the 

Tariff. 

g) Operating Reserve - Supplemental Reserve Service per Schedule 6 of 

the Tariff. 

The Ancillary Services may be self-supplied by the Network Customer or 

provided by a third party in accordance with Sections 8.4.2 through 8.4.4, 

with the exception of the Ancillary Services for Schedules 1, 1-A, and 2, 

which must be purchased from the Transmission Provider. 

 

8.4.2 In accordance with the Tariff, when the Network Customer elects to self-

supply or have a third party provide Ancillary Services, the Network 

Customer shall indicate the source for its Ancillary Services to be in effect 

for the upcoming calendar year in its annual forecasts.  If the Network 

Customer fails to include this information with its annual forecasts, Ancillary 

Services will be purchased from the Transmission Provider in accordance 

with the Tariff. 

8.4.3 When the Network Customer elects to self-supply or have a third party 

provide Ancillary Services and is unable to provide its Ancillary Services, the 

Network Customer will pay the Transmission Provider for such services and 

associated penalties in accordance with the Tariff as a result of the failure of 

the Network Customer’s alternate sources for required Ancillary Services. 
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8.4.4 All costs for the Network Customer to supply its own Ancillary Services 

shall be the responsibility of the Network Customer. 

8.5 Real Power Losses- Transmission 

The Network Customer shall be responsible for losses in accordance with 

Attachment M of the Tariff.   

8.6  Real Power Losses- Distribution 

8.7 Power Factor Correction Charge 

N/A 

8.8 Redispatch Charge 

Redispatch charges shall be in accordance with Section 33.3 of the Tariff.  

8.9 Wholesale Distribution Service Charge 

Regarding Associated Electric Cooperative load physically located on the Oklahoma 

Gas and Electric Company transmission system, the Wholesale Distribution Service 

Charge is calculated as $3,469.17 per month for the OTOE delivery point. The 

Network Customer and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company (OG&E) have entered 

into a separate agreement, effective September 1, 2006, regarding charges for direct 

assignment facilities (DAF). This monthly amount is subject to change in accordance 

with the DAF Agreement. A detail of charges and delivery points to which charges 

are applicable are included as Appendix 4, Attachment A and B. Such changes shall 

be made with appropriate written notice to the Transmission Provider and in 

accordance with the DAF Agreement. The Network Customer, pursuant to 

Attachment C of the DAF Agreement, shall compensate Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company for line losses associated with Network Customer’s use of the distribution 

facilities by adjusting billing demand and energy quantities by applying the 

following loss factors: 

Demand Loss Factor: 0.83 % 

Energy Loss Factor: 0.66 % 

These rates do not include transmission level losses determined in accordance with 

Attachment M of the Tariff. 

8.10 Network Upgrade Charges 

8.11 Meter Data Processing Charge 
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8.12 Other Charges 

 N/A 

9.0 Credit for Network Customer-Owned Transmission Facilities 

None 

10.0 Designation of Parties Subject to Reciprocal Service Obligation 

None 

11.0 Other Terms and Conditions 

 None 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Network Resources of  

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 1 ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.   

NETWORK RESOURCES 

 

 

 

Maximum Net 

 

Dependable 

 

Capacity 

 

 

 

Network Resource 

 

Summe

r 

Winter Location 

 

 

Comments  

 

 

KAMO Electric 

Cooperative, Inc. and 

Associated Electric 

Cooperative, Inc. 

Integration 

Agreement executed 

January 9, 1998 

 

13 

 

13 

Associated Electric 

Cooperative (“AECI”) shall 

schedule their fleet of 

generation to serve delivery 

points as listed in Appendix 

3. AECI will supply KAMO 

with sufficient Energy to 

meet the delivery points’ 

hourly Energy demand and to 

account for the appropriate 

transmission and distribution 

losses associated with Energy 

deliveries from the AECI 

generation busses to the 

points of delivery.  AECI 

agrees to sell KAMO 

sufficient Capacity to meet 

the peak demand and 

planning reserve capacity.  

AECI shall supply KAMO 

with Ancillary Services 3, 4, 

5, and 6. (Term of Service 

3/16/2013-3/16/2019) 
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Appendix 2 

 

Receipt Points of  

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 2 ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. RECEIPT POINTS 

Tieline / Plant Name Ownership Voltage 

(kV) 

 

Network Resource Interconnection points with 

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company on the 

Transmission Providers Transmission System 

OKGE Various  
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Appendix 3 

 

Delivery Points of 

 Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 3 ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. DELIVERY POINTS 

 

Delivery Point Name  Ownership Voltage (kV) 

OTOE   4138.0 OKGE 138 

KAMOMUL269.0 KAMO 69 

RSSVILE4  WFEC 138 
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Appendix 4 

Agreement Between Associated Electric Cooperative Inc. 

and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Regarding Charges for Direct Assignment 

Facilities  

(DAF) 
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AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. AND 

OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

REGARDING  

CHARGES FOR DIRECT ASSIGNMENT FACILITIES  
 

This Agreement between Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., a rural electric 

cooperative corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri with its principal 

office in Springfield, Missouri, hereinafter referred to as “AECI” and Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company, an Oklahoma corporation, hereinafter referred to as “OG&E” is entered into this ___ 

day of ______________ 2006. 

 

WITNESSETH: 

 

WHEREAS, KAMO Power Electric Cooperative, Inc. (“KAMO”), is a member 

cooperative of AECI, and hereafter KAMO and AECI will be collectively referred to as AECI, 

 

WHEREAS, OG&E currently provides full requirements service to AECI’s point of 

delivery at Otoe, Oklahoma through its existing transmission and distribution system by virtue of 

that certain Power Exchange Agreement between KAMO and OG&E dated April 12, 1989, and 

accepted for filing by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) in Docket No. 

ER89-358-000 on July 1, 1989 (“the Power Exchange Agreement”); 

 

WHEREAS, AECI has determined to enter into a Network Integration Transmission 

Service Agreement ("NITS Agreement") with the Southwest Power Pool ("SPP") and a Network 

Operating Agreement ("NOA") with the SPP and OG&E; 

 

WHEREAS, On November 30, 2005, the SPP submitted for filing with the FERC a 

nonconforming, unexecuted NITS Agreement between SPP and AECI and a nonconforming, 

unexecuted NOA for execution by SPP, AECI, and OG&E in Docket No. ER06-257-000 to take 

transmission service under the SPP Open Access Transmission Service tariff ("OATT") to serve 

its load at the Otoe point of delivery in the OG&E control area and such agreements when 

executed and accepted for filing by FERC shall supersede the Power Exchange Agreement; and 

 

WHEREAS, in light of the changes in service that OG&E will provide to AECI at such 

time as the NOA and NITS Agreement become effective, the parties hereto have agreed to enter 

into this Agreement under which OG&E shall recover from AECI certain revenue associated 

with AECI's use of facilities directly assigned to its use for purposes of service provided in 

accordance with the terms of the SPP OATT to effectuate the transactions identified in the NOA 

and Paragraph 8.8 (Wholesale Distribution Service Charge) of the NITS Agreement.  
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NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual covenants and 

agreements hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto mutually covenant and agree as follows: 
 
 
 

ARTICLE I - DEFINITIONS 
 
For the purposes for this Agreement certain terms used herein are defined as follows:  

 1.1 Affiliate shall mean with respect to any specified Person, any other Person 

directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by or under direct or indirect common control with 

such specified Person.  For purposes of this definition, "control" (including, with correlative 

meanings, the terms "controlling," "controlled by" and "under common control with"), as used 

with respect to any Person, shall mean the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to 

direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of such Person, whether through the 

ownership of voting securities, by agreement or otherwise. 

 1.2 Agreement shall mean this Agreement and all schedules and attachments applying 

hereto, including any appendices, schedules and attachments hereafter made and any 

amendments hereafter made. 

 1.3 Applicable Laws and Regulations shall mean all applicable federal, state and local 

laws, ordinances, rules and regulations, and all duly promulgated orders and other duly 

authorized actions of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Parties and/or 

their respective facilities. 

 1.4 Delivery Point shall mean the point on OG&E’s 12.5kV buss where the AECI 

conductor attaches to serve the three-phase load requirements of AECI’s Otoe load. 

 1.5 Direct Assignment Facilities shall mean the facilities or portions of facilities 

owned by OG&E for the use of AECI to deliver power and energy to the Delivery Point as 

identified on Attachment A hereto.  

 

 1.6 Event of Default has the meaning set forth in Section 4.1. 

 1.7 FERC shall mean the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or any successor 

thereto. 

 1.8 Force Majeure shall have the meaning set forth in Section 10.1 of the SPP OATT. 

 1.9 Governmental Authority shall mean any federal, state, local or municipal 

governmental body; any governmental, regulatory or administrative agency, commission, body 

or other authority exercising or entitled to exercise any administrative, executive, judicial, 

legislative, policy, regulatory or taxing authority or power; or any court or governmental 

tribunal. 

1.10 New Total Substation Investment shall mean OG&E’s investment in distribution 

facilities required to serve Otoe load subsequent to AECI’s election to accept upgrades to Total 

Substation Investment pursuant to paragraph 11.2 of this Agreement. 
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 1.11 NERC shall mean the North American Electric Reliability Council, including any 

successor thereto or any regional reliability council, or any successor thereof. 

 1.12 Open Access Transmission Service Tariff shall mean the SPP Open Access 

Transmission Service Tariff  (or successor Tariff), as filed with FERC, as amended or 

supplemented from time to time, under which non-discriminatory open access transmission 

service on OG&E's transmission facilities is made available. 

 1.13 Party shall mean a party to this Agreement named in the preamble, above, or any 

permitted assignees. 

 1.14 Person shall mean any individual, governmental authority, corporation, limited 

liability company, partnership, limited partnership, trust, association or other entity. 

 1.15 Power shall mean the time rate of flow of electrical energy (megawatt-hours per 

hour) and shall be expressed in megawatts (MW). 

 1.16 Prudent Utility Practice shall mean any of the practices, methods and acts 

engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the electric utility industry during the relevant 

time period, or any of the practices, methods, and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable 

judgment in light of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been 

expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business 

practices, reliability, safety, and expedition.  Prudent Utility Practice is not intended to be limited 

to the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable 

practices, methods, or acts, generally accepted in the region. 

 1.17 OG&E System shall mean the integrated system of electric generation, 

transmission and distribution facilities, and all facilities ancillary thereto, owned, controlled or 

operated by OG&E. 

 1.18 SPP shall mean the Southwest Power Pool, one of the regional reliability councils 

of NERC formed to promote reliability and adequacy of bulk power supply of the electric utility 

systems in North America, or any successor to the functions thereof. 

 1.19 SPP Criteria shall mean those operating guides promulgated by SPP relating to 

practices to be followed in the operation of the interconnected systems of the member utilities of 

SPP, as in effect from time to time, and any successor guides or rules of SPP applicable to the 

same subject matter. 

1.20 Total Substation Investment shall mean OG&E’s investment in Direct 

Assignment Facilities as reflected on Line 8 of Attachment A to this Agreement. 

 

 

ARTICLE II – COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES TO BE RENDERED 

 2.1 Each month during the term of this Agreement, AECI shall pay to SPP through 

Schedule 10 (Wholesale Distribution Service) of the SPP OATT a fee for the use AECI makes of 
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OG&E’s Direct Assignment Facilities using billing determinants adjusted for transformation 

losses.  The amount of the fee owed shall be set forth on Attachment A hereto.  In addition, 

AECI shall provide OG&E losses associated with AECI's use of the Direct Assignment Facilities 

as set forth on Attachment C hereto. 

2.2 No undertaking by one Party to the other Party under any provision of this 

Agreement shall constitute the dedication of the electric facilities of either Party (or of any 

Affiliate of OG&E), or any portion thereof, to the other Party. 

 

 2.3 Transmission and ancillary services are not included in this Agreement.  AECI 

shall make all necessary arrangements to transmit power and energy and for ancillary services 

under the SPP Tariff.  

 

2.4 The SPP shall file this Agreement as an Attachment to the NITS Agreement. 

 

2.5. During the term that this Agreement is in effect, OG&E shall, on an annual basis, 

but no later than July 1 of each year, file with the FERC revised Attachments A and B to update 

the data on which OG&E determines the fees owed to OG&E hereunder pursuant to the fixed 

rate formula set forth in Attachment B; provided that OG&E shall not modify the Rate of Return 

on Common Equity shown on Attachment B.  Such updated data shall be used to calculate the 

rates for the year beginning July 1.  The data used to update the Attachments shall be data from 

OG&E's then most recently filed FERC Form 1 Annual Report to the extent such input data is 

available in the Form 1.  To the extent such information is not available in the Form 1, OG&E 

shall use data from its most current audited books and records, and OG&E shall make available 

to AECI for review documents that are the source for such data.  AECI retains all rights under 

the Federal Power Act to challenge such annual filings with regard to the justness and 

reasonableness of the rates, charges and fees determined under this Agreement.   
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ARTICLE III - OPERATIONS 

 3.1 Operations 

 

 (a) Each Party shall operate and maintain its facilities, or cause its facilities to be 

operated and maintained, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the NOA and any 

applicable directives of the SPP or its successor entity.  In the event of a conflict between the 

provision in this Section 3.1 and the NOA, the NOA shall prevail.  To help ensure the protection 

and safety of the Parties' personnel and property, each Party shall operate in accordance with 

OG&E's transmission and distribution switching procedures for personnel protection as 

established in a non-discriminatory manner by OG&E.  Neither Party shall energize a de-

energized circuit owned or operated by OG&E except in accordance with all OG&E safety and 

operating protocols, as in effect from time to time. 

 

 (b) In accordance with NOA, the Parties agree to design, install, maintain, and 

operate, or cause the design, installation, maintenance, and operation of their respective facilities, 

so as to minimize to the extent reasonably possible the likelihood that a disturbance originating 

in its system would affect or impair the other Party’s facilities. 

 

 (c) If either Party reasonably believes that the other Party's facilities addressed 

hereunder, or any change thereto, may adversely affect the operations of the other Party, the 

Party believing the adverse impact to occur may notify the other Party of such problem and the 

Parties will, to the extent reasonably possible, negotiate in good faith to develop a modification 

or replacement for such procedure that both Parties can reasonably accept. 

 

 3.2 Miscellaneous Reporting Obligations 

 The Parties shall promptly provide to each other available information or documentation 

that may be reasonably requested in accordance with Prudent Utility Practice on a non-

discriminatory basis and in connection with this Agreement and that is necessary to determine 

whether the Direct Assignment Facilities are being operated and maintained in accordance with 

this Agreement. 

 

3.3 Compliance with NERC and SPP Standards 

 

 The implementation of this Agreement shall comply with all material requirements of the 

manuals, standards, criteria, and guidelines of the NERC and the SPP, or any successor entity 

assuming or charged with similar responsibilities related to the operation and reliability of the 

North American electric interconnected transmission grid.  Should a conflict exist between this 

Agreement and NERC Standards, Policies, and Procedures, then the NERC Standards, Policies, 

and Procedures shall control.  Should a conflict exist between this Agreement and SPP Criteria, 

then the SPP Criteria shall control.  To the extent that this Agreement does not specifically 

address or provide the mechanisms necessary to comply with such NERC or SPP manuals, 

standards, criteria, or guidelines, the Parties hereby agree that both Parties shall provide to the 

other Party all such information as may reasonably be required to comply with such manuals, 

standards, criteria, or guidelines and shall operate, or cause to be operated, their respective 

facilities in accordance with such manuals, standards, criteria, or guidelines.  
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ARTICLE IV - DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES 

 4.1  Events of Default and Termination 

 It shall be an "Event of Default" in respect of a Party under this Agreement, if a Party 

shall fail in any material respect to comply with, observe or perform, or default in the 

performance of, any covenant or obligation under this Agreement or if any representation or 

warranty made herein by a Party shall fail to be true and correct in all material respects, and after 

receipt of written notice, such failure shall continue for a period of thirty (30) days, provided, 

however, if such failure is not capable of cure within 30 days, the Party in default shall 

commence such cure within 30 days after notice and continuously and diligently complete such 

cure within 90 days of receipt of such notice. 

 If an Event of Default shall occur and continue for more than 90 days from the date the 

notice of default is received, the non-defaulting Party may, upon filing a notice of termination 

with FERC and with approval of that notice, or if the non-defaulting Party is OG&E, OG&E 

may, subject to compliance with Applicable Laws, Regulations and terms of the NITS/ NOA, 

disconnect the Delivery Point from the OG&E System; provided, further, that in the event of a 

failure of AECI to make payment hereunder, OG&E shall apply the procedures set forth in 

Section 7.3 of the SPP OATT (or applicable provision of any successor tariff).  In addition to the 

rights and remedies described in this Agreement, the non-defaulting Party may exercise, at its 

election, any right or remedy it may have at law or in equity, including but not limited to 

compensation for monetary damages, injunctive relief, and specific performance. 

 

 

ARTICLE V - TAXES 

 5.1 Should any tax, federal, state or local, in addition to such taxes as may now exist, 

be levied upon the charges imposed under this Agreement, such tax shall be added to the next 

bill under the appropriate rates and billing procedures.  OG&E shall bill AECI only those taxes 

that OG&E is legally obligated to pay. 

 

 

ARTICLE VI - PRUDENT UTILITY PRACTICE 

 6.1 The Parties agree to conduct their affairs under this Agreement in accordance with 

Prudent Utility Practice. 

 

ARTICLE VII - LIABILITY 

 7.1 IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY, ITS PARENT CORPORATION, 

SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES, THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND THEIR 

AFFILIATES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, 

WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING THE NEGLIGENCE OF SUCH 

PARTY, WHETHER SOLE OR JOINT AND CONCURRENT WITH THE NEGLIGENCE OF 

OTHER PARTY OR OTHERS, GROSS NEGLIGENCE WILLFUL MISCONDUCT AND 

STRICT LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, 

INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. 
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7.2 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL EITHER PARTY, ITS OFFICERS, 

AGENTS, SERVANTS AND EMPLOYEES BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS, CLAIM OR 

EXPENSE THAT RESULTS FROM THE PARTY'S GOOD FAITH EFFORTS TO FOLLOW 

OR IMPLEMENT A RULE, POLICY, OR DIRECTIVE OF THE SPP. 

 

 

ARTICLE VIII - FORCE MAJEURE 

 8.1 Except for the obligation to make any payments under this Agreement, the Parties 

shall be excused from performing their respective obligations under this Agreement and shall not 

be liable in damages or otherwise if and to the extent that they are unable to so perform or are 

prevented from performing by a Force Majeure event, provided that (i)  the non-performing 

Party, as promptly as practicable after the occurrence of the Force Majeure event, but in no event 

later than fourteen (14) days thereafter, gives the other Party written notice describing the 

particulars of the occurrence; (ii)  the suspension of performance is of no greater scope and of no 

longer duration than is reasonably required by the Force Majeure event; (iii)  the non-performing 

Party uses all reasonable efforts to remedy its inability to perform; (iv)  as soon as the non-

performing Party is able to resume performance of its obligations excused as a result of the 

occurrence, it gives prompt written notification thereof to the other Party; and (v)  neither Party 

shall be required to settle any strike, walkout, lockout or other labor dispute on terms which, in 

the sole judgment of the Party involved in the dispute, are contrary to its interest, it being 

understood and agreed that the settlement of strikes, walkouts, lockouts or other labor disputes 

shall be entirely within the discretion of the Party having such dispute. 

 8.2 In no event will any condition of Force Majeure extend this Agreement beyond its 

stated term. 
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ARTICLE IX - APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

 9.1 This Agreement and all rights, obligations, and performances of the Parties 

hereunder, are subject to Applicable Laws and Regulations.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, each 

Party shall have the right at its sole expense to contest the application of any Applicable Laws 

and Regulations to such Party before the appropriate Governmental Authorities. 

9.2 This Agreement may be modified only by written amendment executed by the 

authorized representatives of both parties. No agent has power to amend, modify, alter or waive 

any provision of this contract, or to bind OG&E or AECI by making any promises or 

representations not contained herein. 

 

 9.3 The Parties expressly acknowledge that the rates set forth in this Agreement and 

the other terms and conditions of this Agreement are intended to remain fixed throughout the 

entire term of this Agreement, except as expressly provided herein. 

 9.4 Neither Party may seek unilateral changes to this Agreement under Section 205 of 

the Federal Power Act absent agreement of both parties; provided however that OG&E need not 

obtain AECI's consent to submit the annual filings contemplated by Section 2.5 and AECI need 

not obtain OG&E's consent to challenge the contents of such annual filings.  In the event of a 

change of circumstances, the Parties agree to attempt in good faith to negotiate a change to this 

Agreement to resolve the change of circumstances to their mutual satisfaction.  In the event 

either party seeks any contract changes under Section 206 of the Federal Power Act, the standard 

of review that shall apply to any such application for a change in the rates, terms or conditions 

specified in this Agreement, whether proposed by either Party or the Commission acting sua 

sponte, shall be the “public interest” standard of review delineated in United Gas Pipe Line Co. 

v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., 350 U.S. 332 (1956) and in Federal Power Commission v. Sierra 

Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348 (1956).   

 

ARTICLE X - RELATION TO OTHER AGREEMENTS 

 10.1 This Agreement provides for payments associated with use of facilities in 

connection with service provided under the SPP Tariff, pursuant to the NITS Agreement and 

NOA.  In addition, it is recognized that each of the Parties is party to agreements with third 

parties that provide for interconnections, pooling and interchange of Power and Energy.  This 

Agreement shall not affect the obligations or rights of either of the Parties with respect to such 

other agreements. 
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ARTICLE XI - TERM OF AGREEMENT 

 

 11.1 This Agreement shall become effective on the date that the NITS 

Agreement/NOA shall become effective and shall remain in effect until those agreements 

terminate; or upon not less than six months notice by AECI; provided, however, if AECI accepts 

New Total Substation Investment pursuant to paragraph 11.2 of this Agreement, AECI shall pay 

OG&E certain actual installation and removal costs associated with the establishment of the New 

Total Substation Investment to its Direct Assignment Facilities prior to the termination of this 

Agreement becoming effective.  In any case, such costs shall not exceed $100,000.  Upon the 

termination hereof, each of the Parties hereto shall, subject to satisfaction of applicable Laws and 

Regulations, discontinue the use of the facilities of the other, provided that at AECI’s request, the 

parties shall, at that time, enter into negotiations to enter into a new agreement to address any 

services or charges that are warranted. 

 

 

11.2 Notwithstanding Section 11.1 hereof, and except to the extent that a Force 

Majeure event requires OG&E to install, repair, or replace equipment or facilities to restore 

service to the AECI load, if OG&E proposes to increase the Total Substation Investment by more 

than 15% of $310,344 in one year, or if the proposed Total Substation Investment will be more 

than 140% of $310,344, in accord with Good Utility Practice, OG&E shall notify and provide 

AECI with an estimate of the cost of construction before OG&E incurs the expense.  In such 

event, AECI may within sixty days of receipt of such notice notify OG&E that it will terminate 

this Agreement as of the date on which AECI places its own facilities in service or makes other 

arrangements to replace the Direct Assignment Facilities, which date shall be not less than six 

months after the date of AECI’s notice to OG&E.  Should AECI elect to accept upgrades to the 

Total Substation Investment in excess of 140% of $310,344, the Total Substation Investment 

shall be re-established at the New Total Substation Investment amount, and the New Total 

Substation Investment shall be reflected on Line 8 of Attachment A to this Agreement.  

Thereafter, if OG&E proposes to increase the New Total Substation Investment by more than 

15% of the New Total Substation Investment amount in one year, or if the proposed New Total 

Substation Investment will be more than 140% of the New Total Substation Investment, in 

accord with Good Utility Practice, OG&E shall notify and provide AECI with an estimate of the 

cost of construction before OG&E incurs the expense.  In such event, AECI may within sixty 

days of receipt of such notice notify OG&E that it will terminate this Agreement as of the date 

on which AECI places its own facilities in service or makes other arrangements to replace the 

Direct Assignment Facilities, which date shall be not less than six months after the date of 

AECI’s notice to OG&E. 

 

 

ARTICLE XII - DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

 12.1 Any dispute between the Parties involving matters related to this Agreement shall 

be referred to a designated senior representative of each Party for resolution on an informal basis 

as promptly as practicable.  In the event the designated representatives are unable to resolve the 

dispute within thirty (30) days (or such other period as the Parties may agree upon) by mutual 

agreement, such dispute may be submitted to arbitration and resolved in accordance with the 

arbitration procedures set forth in Section 12 of the SPP OATT. 
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ARTICLE XIII - REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES  

 13.1 AECI Representations and Warranties 

 AECI makes the following representations and warranties: 

 (a) AECI, a rural electric cooperative corporation organized under the laws of the State of 

Missouri, has the requisite power and authority to own its properties, to carry on its business as 

now being conducted, and to enter into this Agreement and the transactions contemplated herein 

and perform and carry out all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and 

pursuant to this Agreement, and is duly authorized to execute and deliver this Agreement and 

consummate the transactions contemplated herein. 

 (b) AECI is not prohibited from entering into this Agreement or discharging and 

performing all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and pursuant to this 

Agreement.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the 

transactions contemplated herein and the fulfillment of and compliance with the provisions of 

this Agreement will not conflict with or constitute a breach of or a default under, or require any 

consent, license or approval that has not been obtained pursuant to, any of the terms, conditions 

or provisions of any Applicable Laws and Regulations, any order, judgment, writ, injunction, 

decree, determination, award or other instrument or legal requirement of any Governmental 

Authority, the certificate of incorporation and by-laws of AECI or any contractual limitation, 

restriction or outstanding trust indenture, deed of trust, mortgage, loan agreement, lease, other 

evidence of indebtedness or any other agreement or instrument to which AECI is a Party or by 

which it or any of its property is bound. 

 (c) AECI has taken all such actions as may be necessary or advisable and proper to 

authorize this Agreement, the execution and delivery hereof, and the consummation of 

transactions contemplated hereby. 

 (d) This Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of AECI enforceable in 

accordance with its terms. 

 13.2 OG&E's Representations and Warranties 

 OG&E makes the following representation and warranties: 

 (a) OG&E is a corporation duly organized, validly existing under the laws of the State of 

Oklahoma, is in good standing under its certificate of incorporation and the laws of the State of 

Oklahoma, has the requisite power and authority to own its properties, to carry on its business as 

now being conducted, and to enter into this Agreement and the transactions contemplated herein 

and perform and carry out all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and 

pursuant to this Agreement, and is duly authorized to execute and deliver this Agreement and 

consummate the transactions contemplated herein. 

 (b) OG&E is not prohibited from entering into this Agreement or discharging and 

performing all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and pursuant to this 

Agreement.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the 

transactions 
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contemplated herein and the fulfillment of and compliance with the provisions of this Agreement 

will not conflict with or constitute a breach of or a default under, or require any consent, license 

or approval that has not been obtained pursuant, to any of the terms, conditions or provisions of 

any Applicable Laws and Regulations, any order, judgment, writ, injunction, decree, 

determination, award or other instrument or legal requirement of any Governmental Authority, 

the certificate of incorporation and by-laws of OG&E or any contractual limitation, corporate 

restriction or outstanding trust indenture, deed of trust, mortgage, loan agreement, lease, other 

evidence of indebtedness or any other agreement or instrument to which OG&E is a Party or by 

which it or any of its property is bound. 

 (c) OG&E has taken all such corporate actions as may be necessary or advisable and 

proper to authorize this Agreement, the execution and delivery hereof, and the consummation of 

transactions contemplated hereby. 

 (d) This Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of OG&E enforceable in 

accordance with its terms. 
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ARTICLE XIV - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

 14.1 Severability 

 If any provision or provisions of this Agreement shall be held invalid, illegal, or 

unenforceable by any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction, the validity, legality, and 

enforceability of the remaining provisions shall in no way be affected or impaired thereby. 

 14.2  Relationship to NITS Agreement and NOA  

 The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement shall not affect the validity or 

effectiveness of the NITS Agreement to be entered between SPP and AECI or the NOA between 

AECI, OG&E and the SPP.  In the event of any inconsistency between this Agreement and the 

Attachments, this Agreement shall control with regard to these facilities.    

 14.3 Counterparts 

 This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, and each executed 

counterpart shall have the same force and effect as an original instrument. 

 14.4 No Third-Party Beneficiaries 

 This Agreement is not intended to, and does not, confer upon any Person other than the 

Parties hereto and their respective successors and permitted assigns, any rights or remedies 

hereunder. 

14.5  Interpretation 

 The words "include" or "including" shall mean including without limitation based on the 

item or items listed.  Except as otherwise stated, reference to Articles, Sections, Schedules, 

Appendices mean the Articles, Sections, Schedules, and Appendices of this Agreement.  The 

Appendices are hereby incorporated by reference into and shall be deemed a part of this 

Agreement.  All indices, titles, subject headings, section titles and similar items in this 

Agreement are provided for the purpose of reference and convenience only and are not intended 

to be inclusive or definitive or to affect the meaning of the contents or scope of this Agreement. 

 14.6  Submission to Jurisdiction; Waivers  

 Each of the Parties hereby irrevocably and unconditionally: 

 (a) submits for itself and its property in any legal action or proceeding relating to this 

Agreement, or for recognition and enforcement of any judgment in respect thereof, to the 

exclusive general jurisdiction of the Courts of the State of Oklahoma, the courts of the United 

States for the Western District of Oklahoma, and appellate courts from any thereof, or to the 

jurisdiction of the FERC, if it shall have exclusive or primary jurisdiction over the matter in 

dispute or controversy; 

 (b) consents and agrees that any such action or proceeding may be brought in and only in 

such courts or before the FERC if it shall have exclusive or primary jurisdiction over the matter 

in 
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dispute or controversy and waives any objection that it may now or hereafter have to the venue 

of any such action or proceeding in any such court or the Commission or that such action or 

proceeding was brought in an inconvenient court and agrees not to plead or claim the same; 

 (c) agrees that service of process in any such action or proceeding may be effected by 

mailing a copy thereof by registered or certified mail (or any substantially similar form of mail), 

postage prepaid, to the other Party; and 

 (d) agrees that nothing herein shall affect the right to effect service of process in any 

other manner permitted by law. 

 14.7 Assignments 

 This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon OG&E and AECI and 

their respective successors and permitted assigns and shall not be assignable by either Party 

without the written consent of the other Party (which consent shall not be unreasonably 

withheld), except as to the successor in the operation of its properties by reason of a merger, 

consolidation, sale or foreclosure where substantially all such properties are acquired by such a 

successor.  Any such successor shall have financial credit at least equal to that of the assignor.  

Upon assignment of this Agreement hereunder, the assigning Party shall be relieved of any 

further obligations under this Agreement arising after the date of such assignment to the extent 

that such obligations are expressly assumed by the assignee. 

 14.8 Waivers 

 The failure of either Party to insist in any one or more instance upon strict performance of 

any of the provisions of this Agreement or to take advantage of any of its rights under this 

Agreement shall not be construed as a general waiver of any such provision or the 

relinquishment of any such right, but the same shall continue and remain in full force and effect, 

except with respect to the particular instance or instances. 

 14.9  Cooperation 

 Each Party to this Agreement shall reasonably cooperate with the other as to all aspects 

relating to the performance of their respective obligations under this Agreement.  Each Party 

shall identify one representative to serve as a “Coordination Contact” to be the initial point of 

contact and coordinate the communication between the Parties in implementing this Agreement, 

including but not limited to proposed modifications to the Direct Assignment Facilities.  Within 

thirty (30) days of execution of this Agreement, each Party shall notify the other Party in writing 

of the person that it has appointed as its Coordination Contact. 

Each Party may change its Coordination Contact by written notice to the other Party, 

 14.10  Independent Contractor Status:  Third Parties 

 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as creating any relationship between the 

Parties, including any partnership or joint venture, other than that of independent contractors.  
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Nothing in this Agreement or any action taken hereunder shall be construed to create any duty, 

liability, or standard of care to any Person not a party to this Agreement. 

 14.11 Section Headings Not To Affect Meaning 

 The descriptive headings of the various Sections of this Agreement have been inserted for 

convenience of reference only and shall in no way modify or restrict any of the terms and 

provisions hereof. 

14.12 Notice 

 

Any notice given pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered to the 

following: 

 

If to OG&E: 

 

Vice President of Transmission, OG&E  

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company 

P.O. Box 321 

Oklahoma City, Ok 73101 

 

If to AECI: 

 

CEO & General Manager 

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

PO Box 754 

Springfield, MO  65801 

 

The names and address for notice to either Party may be changed at any time by written 

notice to the other Party. 

 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly  

authorized officers as of the day and year first above written. 

 
WITNESS:   OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRICT COMPANY 

 

By________________  By   /s/ Mel Perkins      

       Vice President of Transmission, OG&E 

 

 WITNESS:   ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 

 

By_/s/    By   /s/ James J. Jura      

 Assistant Secretary    CEO & General Manager, AECI 
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Attachment A 

  

Otoe 2013 
     

        
Dedicated Facilities 

 
Cost Year 

HW 
Index 

Cur 
Dollars 

        

    
$0  1984 0.812925 $0  

    
$0  1984 0.812925 $0  

   
Total $0  

 
Total $0  

        Circuit Facilities 
      

        

 

Conductor 
      

        

 
Wire 

Distance 
(ft.) Node 

    

    
$0  1989 0.894558 $0  

    
$0  1989 0.894558 $0  

    
$0  1970 0.282313 $0  

    
$0  1955 0.180272 $0  

      
Total $0  

        

        

 

Equipment 
      

        

 
Type (KVA, KVAR) Size 

Station 
No. 

    

    
$0  1985 0.816327 $0  

    
$0  1991 0.721088 $0  

      
Total $0  

        

       
$0  
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        TRANSFORMATION CHARGES 

        1. Dedicated Facilities 
    

$0  

2. Circuit Facilities (Cct. 423921) 
   

$0  

        3. Cct. Peak Month 
    

 December  

4. Cust. Peak @ time of Cct. Peak (kW) 
   

         4,819  

5. Cct. Peak (kW) 
     

         4,819  

6. Cust./Cct. Ratio (Ln.4 / Ln.5) 
    

1.000 

        7. Allocated Cct. Amount (Ln.2 x Ln.6) 
   

0 

        8. Total Substation Investment (Sub 4239) 
   

$367,188  

        9. Sub Peak Month 
    

 December  

10. Cust. Peak @ time of Sub. Peak (kW) 
   

         4,819  

11. Substation Peak (kW) 
    

         6,550  

12. Cust./Sub Ratio (Ln.10 / Ln.11) 
   

0.73572519 

        13. Allocated Substation Amount (Ln.8 x Ln.12) 
  

$270,149  

        14. Sub-total Amount (Ln.1 + Ln.7 + Ln.13) 
   

$270,149  

15. Fixed Charge Rate 
    

15.41% 

        16. Total Amount (Ln.14 x Ln.15) 
   

$41,630.03  

        17. Monthly Amount (Ln. 16 / 12) 
   

$3,469.17  
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Attachment B 

All items are found by page number, line 

   

Pg. 1 of  5 

number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 

    FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

O&M Expense: 

     

 

(Note: This section should only be completed if sales are based on system average energy cost) 

 
Production 

     

 

A. Total Power Production Expenses 

   

$1,145,684,219  

 

     (Pg.321, L.80, Col.(b)) 

    

 

B. Purchased Power Expenses 

   

$264,277,071  

 

     (Pg.321, L.76, Col.(b)) 

    

 

C. Energy Related O&M 

    

 

     (Pg.320, L.5, Col.(b)) 

  

$519,828,690  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.7, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.8, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.15, Col.(b)) 

  

$12,329,562  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.17, Col.(b)) 

  

$28,889,686  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.18, Col.(b)) 

  

$7,378,398  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.25, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.35, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.37, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.38, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.45, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.53, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.56, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.57, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.63, Col.(b)) 

  

$157,137,636  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.69, Col.(b)) 

  

$998,131  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.71, Col.(b)) 

  

$18,732,037  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.72, Col.(b)) 

  

$461,743  

 

  

Total Energy related O&M 

  

$745,755,883  

 

D. Total Production Plant Investment 

    

 

     (Pg.204, L.46, Col.(g)) 

   

$3,477,575,744  

 

     (2 Yr. Average) 

     
       

  

(A-B-C) / D = 3.90% 

   

 
Transmission: 

     
       

 

A. Total Transmission Expenses 

    

 

     (Pg.321, L.112, Col.(b)) 

   

$109,160,394  

 

B. Transmission by Others 

    

 

     (Pg.321, L.96, Col.(b)) 

   

$547,206  

 

C. Total Transmission Plant Investment 

   

 

     (Pg.207, L.58, Col.(g)) 

   

$1,655,704,063  

 

     (2 Yr. Average) 

     
       

  

(A-B) / C = 6.56% 

   

 
Distribution: 

     
       

 

A. Total Distribution Expenses 

    

 

     (Pg.322, L.156, Col.(b)) 

   

$80,208,858  

 

B. Total Distribution Plant Investment 

    

 

     (Pg.207, L.75, Col.(g)) 

   

$3,300,018,503  

 

     (2 Yr. Average) 

     

  

A / B = 2.43% 

   This method should be used to compute the O&M component of the fixed charge rate only for sales of system 

power where energy is priced on an average system basis.  In all other circumstances, O&M is computed 

on a unit-specific basis using the unit participation work sheets. 
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All items are found by page number, line 

  

Pg. 2 of  5 

number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 

  
 FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

OTHER TAXES EXPENSE 

   

 

    X. Other Taxes (Electric Only) 

   

 

         (Pg.114, L.14, Col.(g)) 

  

$86,842,114  

 

    Y. Electric Plant in Service 

   

 

         (Pg.207, L.104, Col.(g)) 

  

$8,789,576,679  

 

         (2 Yr. Average) 

   

  

X / Y  =   0.99% 

  A&G 

EXPENSE 

    

 

    A. Production Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.20, Col.(b)) 

 

$58,908,453  

 

    B. Transmission Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.21, Col.(b)) 

 

$10,232,878  

 

    C. Distribution Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.23, Col.(b)) 

 

$36,358,211  

 

    D. A&G Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.27, Col.(b)) 

 

$30,491,797  

 

    E. Total Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.28, Col.(b)) 

 

$158,204,342  

 

    F. Total A&G related O&M 

   

  

(Pg.323, L.197, Col.(b)) 

 

$111,759,138  

 

    G. Total Production Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.46, Col.(g)) 

 

$3,477,575,744  

 

    H. Total Transmission Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.58, Col.(g)) 

 

$1,655,704,063  

 

    I. Total Distribution Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.75, Col.(g)) 

 

$3,300,018,503  

 

Production A&G Expense: 

   

  

(A / (E-D))*(F / G) = 1.48% 

  

 

Transmission A&G Expense: 

   

  

(B / (E-D))*(F / H) = 0.54% 

  

 

Distribution A&G Expense: 

   

  

(C / (E-D))*(F / I) = 0.96% 

   

 

 

All items are found by page number, line 

  

Pg. 3 of  5 
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number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 

    FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 

    

 

     DEp    = Production Depreciation Expense 

  

  

(Sum of Pg.336, L.2, Col.(b) through 

  

  

Pg.336, L.6, Col. (b)) 

  

$99,070,243  

 

     DEt    = Transmission Depreciation Expense 

  

  

(Pg.336, L.7, Col.(b)) 

  

$34,531,650  

 

     DEd    = Distribution Depreciation Expense 

  

  

(Pg.336, L.8, Col.(b)) 

  

$92,320,039  

 

     A       = Total Production Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.46, Col.(g)) 

  

$3,477,575,744  

 

     B       = Total Transmission Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.58, Col.(g)) 

  

$1,655,704,063  

 

     C       = Total Distribution Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.75, Col.(g)) 

  

$3,300,018,503  

 

Production Depreciation 

    

 

SLDp  = DEp / A = 2.85% 

   

 

n     = 35  

    

 

SFDp  = R / (((1+R)^n)-1)  = 0.51% 

   

 

Transmission Depreciation 

    

 

SLDt  = DEt / B = 2.09% 

   

 

n     = 48  

    

 

SFDt  = R / (((1+R)^n)-1)  = 0.17% 

   

 

Distribution Depreciation 

    

 

SLDd  = DEd / C = 2.80% 

   

 

n     = 36  

    

 

SFDd  = R / (((1+R)^n)-1)  = 0.48% 

   
COMPOSITE INCOME TAX EXPENSE 

    

 

State Tx         = 

 

5.70% 

   

 

Production CIT  = 

 

2.78% 

 Formula: (((35/65)+State Tx)/(1-State Tx))*(ROR+SFDp-SLDp)*(1-

(Wtd.LTD/ROR)) 

 

Transmission CIT  = 2.97% 

Formula: (((35/65)+State Tx)/(1-State Tx))*(ROR+SFDt-SLDt)*(1-

(Wtd.LTD/ROR)) 

 

Distribution CIT  = 2.79% 

 Formula: (((35/65)+State Tx)/(1-State Tx))*(ROR+SFDd-SLDd)*(1-

(Wtd.LTD/ROR)) 

     

General Plant $310,700,238  

     

(Pg.207, L.99, Col.(g)) 

 

     

(2 Yr. Average) 

  

 

All items are found by page number, line 

  

Pg. 4 of  5 

number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 
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 FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

RATE OF RETURN WORKSHEET 

    

 

1.   Common Stock Calculation 

    

  

Proprietary Capital 

   

  

(Pg.112, L.16, Col.(c)) 

  

$2,829,247,486  

 

 Less: 

     

  

Preferred Stock 

   

  

(Pg.112, L.3, Col.(c)) 

  

$0  

 

 Less: 

     

  

Account No. 216.1 

   

  

(Pg.112, L.12, Col.(c)) 

  

$102,756  

   

Common Stock  = 

  

$2,829,144,730  

 

2.   Rate of Return Calculation 

    

  

LTD = Long Term Debt (Total) 

  

$2,305,712,795  

  

(Pg.112, sum of L.18, Col.(c) thru L.21, Col.(c)) 

 

  

(details on pp. 256-257) 

   

  

PF = Preferred Stock (Total) 

  

$0  

  

(Pg.112, L.3, Col.(c)) 

   

  

Common Stock 

  

$2,829,144,730  

  

(See Above) 

    

   
Total Capital  = 

  

$5,134,857,525  

       

  

i = LTD interest 

  

$127,165,937  

  

(Pg.117, L.70, Col.(c) minus L.68, Col.(c)) 

  

  

(details on p.257) 

   

  

d(pf) = Preferred Dividends 

  

$0  

  

(Pg.118, L.29, Col.(c)) 

   

  

Rate of Return on Common Equity  

=  11.00% 

  

 

Long Term Debt 44.903% Cost: 5.515% Weighted Long Term Debt Cost 2.477% 

 

Preferred Stock 0.000% Cost: 0.000% Weighted Preferred Stock Cost 0.000% 

 

Common Stock 55.097% Cost: 11.000% Weighted Common Stock Cost 6.061% 

     

OVERALL RATE OF RETURN = 8.537% 
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All items are found by page number, line 

number, and column letter in FERC form 1. 
   

Pg. 5 of  5 

    
        FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

       
    

SUMMARY 

       

    

Production Transmission Distribution 

       (1) O&M[1] 

  

3.90% 6.56% 2.43% 

       (2) Other Taxes 

  

0.99% 0.99% 0.99% 

       (3) A&G 

  

1.48% 0.54% 0.96% 

       (4) Return 

  

8.54% 8.54% 8.54% 

       (5) Depreciation 

  

0.51% 0.17% 0.48% 

       (6) Composite Inc. Tax 

 

2.78% 2.97% 2.79% 

       (7) General Plant 

  

0.48% 0.17% 0.31% 

       (8) Cash Wkg. Cap. 

  

0.15% 0.09% 0.03% 

       (9) ADIT Adjustment[2] 

 

-1.13% -1.15% -1.13% 

       FIXED CHARGE RATE 

 

17.69% 18.88% 15.41% 

(Use only with system avg. energy charge) 

    

       
FIXED CHARGE RATE - O&M[3] 

 

13.79% 

  
(Use for all other sales) 
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Attachment C 

 

Transformation Loss Factors for the Agreement Between Associated Electric Cooperative, 

Inc and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Regarding Charges For Direct Assignment 

Facilities   

 

 This Attachment C is agreed to on this ___ day of ____________, 2006, to become 

effective under and as part of the above Agreement between AECI and OG&E. 

 

AECI will arrange to receive power and energy at the point listed in Attachment A to the 

above Agreement.  Under the above Agreement, AECI will make use of the Direct Assignment 

Facilities at this location.  The power and energy AECI receives will be below transmission 

system voltage levels.  AECI shall compensate OG&E for line losses associated with AECI's use 

of the Direct Assignment Facilities by adjusting billing demand and energy quantities by 

applying the following loss factors: 

 

Demand Loss Factor   ___0.83        __% 

 

Energy Loss Factor  ___0.66______% 
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NETWORK OPERATING AGREEMENT BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, 

INC., ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. AND OKLAHOMA GAS AND 

ELECTRIC COMPANY 

 

This Network Operating Agreement ("Operating Agreement") is entered into this 1st day 

of July, 2014, by and between Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. ("Network Customer"), 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. ("Transmission Provider") and Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company ("Host Transmission Owner").  The Network Customer, Transmission Provider and 

Host Transmission Owner shall be referred to individually as a “Party” and collectively as 

"Parties." 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has determined that the Network Customer has 

made a valid request for Network Integration Transmission Service in accordance with the 

Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff ("Tariff") filed with the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission ("Commission"); 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider administers Network Integration Transmission 

Service for Transmission Owners within the SPP Region and acts as an agent for these 

Transmission Owners in providing service under the Tariff; 

WHEREAS, the Host Transmission Owner(s) owns the transmission facilities to which 

the Network Customer’s Network Load is physically connected;  

WHEREAS, the Network Customer has represented that it is an Eligible Customer under 

the Tariff; 

WHEREAS, the Network Customer and Transmission Provider have entered into a 

Network Integration Transmission Service Agreement (“Service Agreement”) under the Tariff; 

and 

WHEREAS, the Parties intend that capitalized terms used herein shall have the same 

meaning as in the Tariff, unless otherwise specified herein. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein, 

the Parties agree as follows: 

1.0 Network Service 

This Operating Agreement sets out the terms and conditions under which the 

Transmission Provider, Host Transmission Owner, and Network Customer will cooperate 

and the Host Transmission Owner and Network Customer will operate their respective 
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systems and specifies the equipment that will be installed and operated.  The Parties shall 

operate and maintain their respective systems in a manner that will allow the Host 

Transmission Owner and the Network Customer to operate their systems and the 

Transmission Provider to perform its obligations consistent with Good Utility Practice.  

The Transmission Provider may, on a non-discriminatory basis, waive the requirements 

of Section 4.1 and Section 8.3 to the extent that such information is unknown at the time 

of application or where such requirement is not applicable. 

2.0 Designated Representatives of the Parties 

2.1 Each Party shall designate a representative and alternate ("Designated 

Representative(s)") from their respective company to coordinate and implement, 

on an ongoing basis, the terms and conditions of this Operating Agreement, 

including planning, operating, scheduling, redispatching, curtailments, control 

requirements, technical and operating provisions, integration of equipment, 

hardware and software, and other operating considerations. 

2.2 The Designated Representatives shall represent the Transmission Provider, Host 

Transmission Owner, and Network Customer in all matters arising under this 

Operating Agreement and which may be delegated to them by mutual agreement 

of the Parties hereto. 

2.3 The Designated Representatives shall meet or otherwise confer at the request of 

any Party upon reasonable notice, and each Party may place items on the meeting 

agenda.  All deliberations of the Designated Representatives shall be conducted 

by taking into account the exercise of Good Utility Practice.  If the Designated 

Representatives are unable to agree on any matter subject to their deliberation, 

that matter shall be resolved pursuant to Section 12.0 of the Tariff, or otherwise, 

as mutually agreed by the Parties. 

3.0 System Operating Principles 

3.1 The Network Customer must design, construct, and operate its facilities safely 

and efficiently in accordance with Good Utility Practice, NERC, SPP, or any 

successor requirements, industry standards, criteria, and applicable 

manufacturer’s equipment specifications, and within operating physical parameter 
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ranges (voltage schedule, load power factor, and other parameters) required by the 

Host Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider. 

3.2 The Host Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider reserve the right to 

inspect the facilities and operating records of the Network Customer upon 

mutually agreeable terms and conditions. 

3.3 Electric service, in the form of three phase, approximately sixty hertz alternating 

current, shall be delivered at designated delivery points and nominal voltage(s) 

listed in the Service Agreement.  When multiple delivery points are provided to a 

specific Network Load identified in Appendix 3 of the Service Agreement, they 

shall not be operated in parallel by the Network Customer without the approval of 

the Host Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider.  The Designated 

Representatives shall establish the procedure for obtaining such approval.  The 

Designated Representatives shall also establish and monitor standards and 

operating rules and procedures to assure that transmission system integrity and the 

safety of customers, the public and employees are maintained or enhanced when 

such parallel operations is permitted either on a continuing basis or for 

intermittent switching or other service needs.  Each Party shall exercise due 

diligence and reasonable care in maintaining and operating its facilities so as to 

maintain continuity of service. 

3.4 The Host Transmission Owner and Network Customer shall operate their systems 

and delivery points in continuous synchronism and in accord with applicable 

NERC Standards, SPP Criteria, and Good Utility Practice. 

3.5 If the function of any Party’s facilities is impaired or the capacity of any delivery 

point is reduced, or synchronous operation at any delivery point(s) becomes 

interrupted, either manually or automatically, as a result of force majeure or 

maintenance coordinated by the Parties, the Parties will cooperate to remove the 

cause of such impairment, interruption or reduction, so as to restore normal 

operating conditions expeditiously. 

3.6 The Transmission Provider and Host Transmission Owner, if applicable, reserve 

the sole right to take any action necessary during an actual or imminent 

emergency to preserve the reliability and integrity of the Transmission System, 
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limit or prevent damage, expedite restoration of service, ensure safe and reliable 

operation, avoid adverse effects on the quality of service, or preserve public 

safety. 

3.7 In an emergency, the reasonable judgment of the Transmission Provider and Host 

Transmission Owner, if applicable, in accordance with Good Utility Practice, 

shall be the sole determinant of whether the operation of the Network Customer 

loads or equipment adversely affects the quality of service or interferes with the 

safe and reliable operation of the transmission system.  The Transmission 

Provider or Host Transmission Owner, if applicable, may discontinue 

transmission service to such Network Customer until the power quality or 

interfering condition has been corrected.  Such curtailment of load, redispatching, 

or load shedding shall be done on a non-discriminatory basis by Load Ratio 

Share, to the extent practicable.  The Transmission Provider or Host Transmission 

Owner, if applicable, will provide reasonable notice and an opportunity to 

alleviate the condition by the Network Customer to the extent practicable. 

4.0 System Planning & Protection 

4.1 No later than October 1 of each year, the Network Customer shall provide the 

Transmission Provider and Host Transmission Owner the following information: 

a) A ten (10) year projection of summer and winter peak demands with the 

corresponding power factors and annual energy requirements on an 

aggregate basis for each delivery point.  If there is more than one delivery 

point, the Network Customer shall provide the summer and winter peak 

demands and energy requirements at each delivery point for the normal 

operating configuration; 

b) A ten (10) year projection by summer and winter peak of planned 

generating capabilities and committed transactions with third parties 

which resources are expected to be used by the Network Customer to 

supply the peak demand and energy requirements provided in (a); 

c) A ten (10) year projection by summer and winter peak of the estimated 

maximum demand in kilowatts that the Network Customer plans to 
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acquire from the generation resources owned by the Network Customer, 

and generation resources purchased from others; and 

d) A projection for each of the next ten (10) years of transmission facility 

additions to be owned and/or constructed by the Network Customer which 

facilities are expected to affect the planning and operation of the 

transmission system within the Host Transmission Owner’s Zone. 

This information is to be delivered to the Transmission Provider’s and Host 

Transmission Owner’s Designated Representatives pursuant to Section 2.0. 

4.2 Information exchanged by the Parties under this article will be used for system 

planning and protection only, and will not be disclosed to third parties absent 

mutual consent or order of a court or regulatory agency. 

4.3 The Host Transmission Owner, and Transmission Provider, if applicable, will 

incorporate this information in its system load flow analyses performed during the 

first half of each year.  Following completion of these analyses, the Transmission 

Provider or Host Transmission Owner will provide the following to the Network 

Customer: 

a) A statement regarding the ability of the Host Transmission Owner’s 

transmission system to meet the forecasted deliveries at each of the 

delivery points; 

b) A detailed description of any constraints on the Host Transmission 

Owner’s system within the five (5) year horizon that will restrict 

forecasted deliveries; and  

c) In the event that studies reveal a potential limitation of the Transmission 

Provider’s ability to deliver power and energy to any of the delivery 

points, a Designated Representative of the Transmission Provider will 

coordinate with the Designated Representatives of the Host Transmission 

Owner and the Network Customer to identify appropriate remedies for 

such constraints including but not limited to: construction of new 

transmission facilities, upgrade or other improvements to existing 

transmission facilities or temporary modification to operating procedures 

designed to relieve identified constraints.  Any constraints within the 
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Transmission System will be remedied pursuant to the procedures of 

Attachment O of the Tariff.  

For all other constraints the Host Transmission Owner, upon 

agreement with the Network Customer and consistent with Good Utility 

Practice, will endeavor to construct and place into service sufficient 

capacity to maintain reliable service to the Network Customer. 

An appropriate sharing of the costs to relieve such constraints will 

be determined by the Parties, consistent with the Tariff and with the 

Commission’s rules, regulations, policies, and precedents then in effect.  If 

the Parties are unable to agree upon an appropriate remedy or sharing of 

the costs, the Transmission Provider shall submit its proposal for the 

remedy or sharing of such costs to the Commission for approval consistent 

with the Tariff. 

4.4 The Host Transmission Owner and the Network Customer shall coordinate with 

the Transmission Provider: (1) all scheduled outages of generating resources and 

transmission facilities consistent with the reliability of service to the customers of 

each Party, and (2) additions or changes in facilities which could affect another 

Party’s system.  Where coordination cannot be achieved, the Designated 

Representatives shall intervene for resolution. 

4.5 The Network Customer shall coordinate with the Host Transmission Owner 

regarding the technical and engineering arrangements for the delivery points, 

including one line diagrams depicting the electrical facilities configuration and 

parallel generation, and shall design and build the facilities to avoid interruptions 

on the Host Transmission Owner’s transmission system. 

4.6 The Network Customer’s Network Loads are telemetered to the AECI control 

area and thus shall comply with the Southeast Reliability Council (SERC) 

underfrequency load shedding criteria. Otherwise, the Network Customer shall 

provide for automatic and underfrequency load shedding of the Network 

Customer Network Load in accordance with the SPP Criteria related to 

emergency operations. 
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5.0 Maintenance of Facilities 

5.1 The Network Customer shall maintain its facilities necessary to reliably receive 

capacity and energy from the Host Transmission Owner’s transmission system 

consistent with Good Utility Practice.  The Transmission Provider or Host 

Transmission Owner, as appropriate, may curtail service under this Operating 

Agreement to limit or prevent damage to generating or transmission facilities 

caused by the Network Customer’s failure to maintain its facilities in accordance 

with Good Utility Practice, and the Transmission Provider or Host Transmission 

Owner may seek as a result any appropriate relief from the Commission. 

5.2 The Designated Representatives shall establish procedures to coordinate the 

maintenance schedules, and return to service, of the generating resources and 

transmission and substation facilities, to the greatest extent practical, to ensure 

sufficient transmission resources are available to maintain system reliability and 

reliability of service. 

5.3 The Network Customer shall obtain: (1) concurrence from the Transmission 

Provider before beginning any scheduled maintenance of facilities which could 

impact the operation of the Transmission System over which transmission service 

is administered by Transmission Provider; and (2) clearance from the 

Transmission Provider when the Network Customer is ready to begin 

maintenance on a transmission line or substation.  The Transmission Provider 

shall coordinate clearances with the Host Transmission Owner.  The Network 

Customer shall notify the Transmission Provider and the Host Transmission 

Owner as soon as practical at the time when any unscheduled or forced outages 

occur and again when such unscheduled or forced outages end. 

 

6.0 Scheduling Procedures 

6.1 The Network Customer is responsible for providing its Resource and load 

information to the Transmission Provider in accordance with Attachment AE. 

6.2 For Interchange Transactions the Network Customer shall submit, or arrange to 

have submitted, the schedule of Energy to or from the Transmission Provider and 
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a transaction identification E-Tag for each such schedule where required by 

NERC Standard INT-001.   

7.0 Ancillary Services 

7.1 The Network Customer must make arrangements in appropriate amounts for all of 

the required Ancillary Services described in the Tariff.  The Network Customer 

must obtain these services from the Transmission Provider or, where applicable, 

self-supply or obtain these services from a third party. 

7.2 Where the Network Customer elects to self-supply or have a third party provide 

Ancillary Services, the Network Customer must demonstrate to the Transmission 

Provider that it has either acquired the Ancillary Services from another source or 

is capable of self-supplying the services. 

7.3 The Network Customer must designate the supplier of Ancillary Services. 

8.0 Metering 

8.1 The Network Customer shall provide for the installation of meters, associated 

metering equipment and telemetering equipment.  The Network Customer shall 

permit (or provide for, if the Network Customer is not the meter owner) the 

Transmission Provider’s and Host Transmission Owner’s representative to have 

access to the equipment at all reasonable hours and for any reasonable purpose, 

and shall not permit unauthorized persons to have access to the space housing the 

equipment.  Network Customer shall provide to (or provide for, if the Network 

Customer is not the meter owner) the Host Transmission Owner access to load 

data and other data available from any delivery point meter.  If the Network 

Customer does not own the meter, the Host Transmission Owner shall make 

available, upon request, all load data and other data obtained by the Host 

Transmission Owner from the relevant delivery point meter, if available utilizing 

existing equipment.  The Network Customer will cooperate on the installation of 

advanced technology metering in place of the standard metering equipment at a 

delivery point at the expense of the requestor; provided, however, that meter 

owner shall not be obligated to install, operate or maintain any meter or related 

equipment that is not approved for use by the meter owner and/or Host 

Transmission Owner, and provided that such equipment addition can be 
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accomplished in a manner that does not interfere with the operation of the meter 

owner’s equipment or any Party’s fulfillment of any statutory or contractual 

obligation. 

8.2 The Network Customer shall provide for the testing of the metering equipment at 

suitable intervals and its accuracy of registration shall be maintained in 

accordance with standards acceptable to the Transmission Provider and consistent 

with Good Utility Practice.  At the request of the Transmission Provider or Host 

Transmission Owner, a special test shall be made, but if less than two percent 

inaccuracy is found, the requesting Party shall pay for the test.  Representatives of 

the Parties may be present at all routine or special tests and whenever any 

readings for purposes of settlement are taken from meters not having an 

automated record.  If any test of metering equipment discloses an inaccuracy 

exceeding two percent, the accounts of the Parties shall be adjusted.  Such 

adjustment shall apply to the period over which the meter error is shown to have 

been in effect or, where such period is indeterminable, for one-half the period 

since the prior meter test.  Should any metering equipment fail to register, the 

amounts of energy delivered shall be estimated from the best available data. 

8.3 If the Network Customer is supplying energy to retail load that has a choice in its 

supplier, the Network Customer shall be responsible for providing all information 

required by the Transmission Provider for billing purposes.  Metering information 

shall be available to the Transmission Provider either by individual retail 

customer or aggregated retail energy information for that load the Network 

Customer has under contract during the billing month.  For the retail load that has 

interval demand metering, the actual energy used by interval must be supplied.  

For the retail load using standard kWh metering, the total energy consumed by 

meter cycle, along with the estimated demand profile must be supplied.  All rights 

and limitations between Parties granted in Sections 8.1, and 8.2 are applicable in 

regards to retail metering used as the basis for billing the Network Customer. 

9.0 Connected Generation Resources 

9.1 The Network Customer’s connected generation resources that have automatic 

generation control and automatic voltage regulation shall be operated and 
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maintained consistent with regional operating standards, and the Network 

Customer or the operator shall operate, or cause to be operated, such resources to 

avoid adverse disturbances or interference with the safe and reliable operation of 

the transmission system as instructed by the Transmission Provider. 

9.2 For all Network Resources of the Network Customer, the following generation 

telemetry readings shall be submitted to the Transmission Provider and Host 

Transmission Owner: 

1) Analog MW; 

2) Integrated MWHRS/HR; 

3) Analog MVARS; and 

4) Integrated MVARHRS/HR. 

10.0 Redispatching, Curtailment and Load Shedding 

10.1 In accordance with Section 33 of the Tariff, the Transmission Provider may 

require redispatching of Resources to relieve existing or potential transmission 

system constraints.  The Transmission Provider shall redispatch Resources in 

accordance with the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets operations specified 

in Attachment AE.  The Network Customer shall respond immediately to requests 

for redispatch from the Transmission Provider.  The Transmission Provider will 

bill or credit the Network Customer as appropriate using the settlement 

procedures specified in Attachment AE.   

10.2 The Parties shall implement load-shedding procedures to maintain the reliability 

and integrity for the Transmission System as provided in Section 33.1 of the 

Tariff and in accordance with applicable NERC and SPP requirements and Good 

Utility Practice.  Load shedding may include (1) automatic load shedding, (2) 

manual load shedding, and (3) rotating interruption of customer load.  When 

manual load shedding or rotating interruptions are necessary, the Host 

Transmission Owner shall notify the Network Customer’s dispatcher or 

schedulers of the required action and the Network Customer shall comply 

immediately. 

10.3 The Network Customer will coordinate with the Host Transmission Owner to 

ensure sufficient load shedding equipment is in place on their respective systems 
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to meet SPP requirements.  The Network Customer and the Host Transmission 

Owner shall develop a plan for load shedding which may include manual load 

shedding by the Network Customer. 

11.0 Communications 

11.1 The Network Customer shall, at its own expense, install and maintain 

communication link(s) for scheduling.  The communication link(s) shall be used 

for data transfer and for voice communication. 

11.2 A Network Customer self-supplying Ancillary Services or securing Ancillary 

Services from a third-party shall, at its own expense, install and maintain 

telemetry equipment communicating between the generating resource(s) 

providing such Ancillary Services and the Host Transmission Owner's Zone. 

12.0 Cost Responsibility 

12.1 The Network Customer shall be responsible for all costs incurred by the Network 

Customer, Host Transmission Owner, and Transmission Provider to implement 

the provisions of this Operating Agreement including, but not limited to, 

engineering, administrative and general expenses, material and labor expenses 

associated with the specification, design, review, approval, purchase, installation, 

maintenance, modification, repair, operation, replacement, checkouts, testing, 

upgrading, calibration, removal, and relocation of equipment or software, so long 

as the direct assignment of such costs is consistent with Commission policy. 

12.2 The Network Customer shall be responsible for all costs incurred by Network 

Customer, Host Transmission Owner, and Transmission Provider for on-going 

operation and maintenance of the facilities required to implement the provisions 

of this Operating Agreement so long as the direct assignment of such costs is 

consistent with Commission policy.  Such work shall include, but is not limited 

to, normal and extraordinary engineering, administrative and general expenses, 

material and labor expenses associated with the specifications, design, review, 

approval, purchase, installation, maintenance, modification, repair, operation, 

replacement, checkouts, testing, calibration, removal, or relocation of equipment 

required to accommodate service provided under this Operating Agreement. 
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13.0 Billing and Payments 

Billing and Payments shall be in accordance with Attachment AE and Section 7 of the 

Tariff. 

 

14.0 Dispute Resolution 

Any dispute among the Parties regarding this Operating Agreement shall be resolved 

pursuant to Section 12 of the Tariff, or otherwise, as mutually agreed by the Parties. 

 

15.0 Assignment 

This Operating Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties 

and their respective successors and assigns, but shall not be assigned by any Party, except 

to successors to all or substantially all of the electric properties and assets of such Party, 

without the written consent of the other Parties.  Such written consent shall not be 

unreasonably withheld. 

16.0 Choice of Law 

The interpretation, enforcement, and performance of this Operating Agreement shall be 

governed by the laws of the State of Arkansas, except laws and precedent of such 

jurisdiction concerning choice of law shall not be applied, except to the extent governed 

by the laws of the United States of America. 

 

17.0 Entire Agreement 

The Tariff and Service Agreement, as they are amended from time to time, are 

incorporated herein and made a part hereof.  To the extent that a conflict exists between 

the terms of this Operating Agreement and the terms of the Tariff, the Tariff shall control. 

 

18.0 Unilateral Changes and Modifications 

Nothing contained in this Operating Agreement or any associated Service Agreement 

shall be construed as affecting in any way the right of the Transmission Provider or a 

Transmission Owner unilaterally to file with the Commission, or make application to the 

Commission for, changes in rates, charges, classification of service, or any rule, 

regulation, or agreement related thereto, under section 205 of the Federal Power Act and 
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pursuant to the Commission’s rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, or under 

other applicable statutes or regulations. 

Nothing contained in this Operating Agreement or any associated Service 

Agreement shall be construed as affecting in any way the ability of any Network 

Customer receiving Network Integration Transmission Service under the Tariff to 

exercise any right under the Federal Power Act and pursuant to the Commission’s rules 

and regulations promulgated thereunder; provided, however, that it is expressly 

recognized that this Operating Agreement is necessary for the implementation of the 

Tariff and Service Agreement.  Therefore, no Party shall propose a change to this 

Operating Agreement that is inconsistent with the rates, terms and conditions of the Tariff 

and/or Service Agreement. 

19.0 Term 

This Operating Agreement shall become effective on the date assigned by the 

Commission (“Effective Date”), and shall continue in effect until the Tariff or the 

Network Customer’s Service Agreement is terminated, whichever shall occur first. 

 

20.0 Notice 

20.1 Any notice that may be given to or made upon any Party by any other Party under 

any of the provisions of this Operating Agreement shall be in writing, unless 

otherwise specifically provided herein, and shall be considered delivered when 

the notice is personally delivered or deposited in the United States mail, certified 

or registered postage prepaid, to the following: 

 

Transmission Provider 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

Tessie Kentner 

Attorney 

201 Worthen Drive 

Little Rock, AR  72223-4936 

Phone: (501) 688-1782  

Email: tkentner@spp.org 

 

[Host Transmission Owner] 

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 

Philip L. Crissup 
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Vice President – Utility Technical Services 

P.O. Box 321   M/C 903 

Oklahoma City, Ok 73101 

Phone: (405) 553-3461  

Email: crissupl@oge.com 

 

[Network Customer] 

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.  

James J. Jura 

Chief Executive Officer and General Manager 

2814 S. Golden 

Springfield, MO 65807 

Phone: (417) 885-9218  

Fax: (417) 885-9229  

Email: jjura@aeci.org 

 

Any Party may change its notice address by written notice to the other Parties in 

accordance with this Article 20. 

20.2 Any notice, request, or demand pertaining to operating matters may be delivered 

in writing, in person or by first class mail, e-mail, messenger, or facsimile 

transmission as may be appropriate and shall be confirmed in writing as soon as 

reasonably practical thereafter, if any Party so requests in any particular instance. 
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21.0 Execution in Counterparts 

This Operating Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts with the same 

effect as if all Parties executed the same document.  All such counterparts shall be 

construed together and shall constitute one instrument. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Operating Agreement to be 

executed by their respective authorized officials, and copies delivered to each Party, to become 

effective as of the Effective Date. 

 

TRANSMISSION PROVIDER    HOST TRANSMISSION OWNER 

 

 /s/ Carl Monroe   /s/ Philip L. Crissup 

Signature  Signature 

 

 Carl Monroe 

   

Philip L. Crisssup 

Printed Name  Printed Name 

 

 EVP & COO 

  

Vice President Utility Tech Support 

Title  Title 

 

 August 13, 2014 

  

 7/24/14 

Date  Date 

 

NETWORK CUSTOMER 

 

 /s/ James J. Jura 

Signature 

 

 Jim J. Jura 

Printed Name 

 

CEO & General Manager 

Title 

 

 August 5, 2014 

Date 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

Tenth Revised Service Agreement No. 1154 

 

SERVICE AGREEMENT FOR NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE 

BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, INC. 

 AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE INC. 

 

This Network Integration Transmission Service Agreement ("Service Agreement") is 

entered into this 1
st 

day of July, 2014, by and between Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

("Network Customer"), and Southwest Power Pool, Inc. ("Transmission Provider").  The Network 

Customer and Transmission Provider shall be referred to individually as “Party” and collectively as 

"Parties." 

 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has determined that the Network Customer has 

made a valid request for Network Integration Transmission Service in accordance with the 

Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff ("Tariff") filed with the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission ("Commission") as it may from time to time be amended; 

 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider administers Network Integration Transmission 

Service for Transmission Owners within the SPP Region and acts as agent for the Transmission 

Owners in providing service under the Tariff;  

 

WHEREAS, the Network Customer has represented that it is an Eligible Customer under the 

Tariff; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Parties intend that capitalized terms used herein shall have the same 

meaning as in the Tariff.  

 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein, the 

Parties agree as follows: 
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1.0 The Transmission Provider agrees during the term of this Service Agreement, as it may be 

amended from time to time, to provide Network Integration Transmission Service in 

accordance with the Tariff to enable delivery of power and energy from the Network 

Customer’s Network Resources that the Network Customer has committed to meet its load. 

 

2.0 The Network Customer agrees to take and pay for Network Integration Transmission 

Service in accordance with the provisions of Parts I, III and V of the Tariff and this Service 

Agreement with attached specifications. 

 

3.0 The terms and conditions of such Network Integration Transmission Service shall be 

governed by the Tariff, as in effect at the time this Service Agreement is executed by the 

Network Customer, or as the Tariff is thereafter amended or by its successor tariff, if any.  

The Tariff, as it currently exists, or as it is hereafter amended, is incorporated in this Service 

Agreement by reference.  In the case of any conflict between this Service Agreement and the 

Tariff, the Tariff shall control.  The Network Customer has been determined by the 

Transmission Provider to have a Completed Application for Network Integration 

Transmission Service under the Tariff.  The completed specifications are based on the 

information provided in the Completed Application and are incorporated herein and made a 

part hereof as Attachment 1. 

 

4.0 Service under this Service Agreement shall commence on such date as it is permitted to 

become effective by the Commission.  This Service Agreement shall be effective through 

March 17, 2019. Thereafter, it will continue from year to year unless terminated by the 

Network Customer or the Transmission Provider by giving the other one-year advance 

written notice or by the mutual written consent of the Transmission Provider and Network 

Customer.  Upon termination, the Network Customer remains responsible for any 

outstanding charges including all costs incurred and apportioned or assigned to the Network 

Customer under this Service Agreement. 

 

5.0 The Transmission Provider and Network Customer have executed a Network Operating 

Agreement as required by the Tariff. 
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6.0 Any notice or request made to or by either Party regarding this Service Agreement shall be 

made to the representative of the other Party as indicated below.  Such representative and 

address for notices or requests may be changed from time to time by notice by one Party or 

the other. 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (Transmission Provider):  

Tessie Kentner 

     Attorney 

201 Worthen Drive 

Little Rock, AR 72223-4936 

Email Address:  tkentner@spp.org 

Phone Number:  (501) 688-1782 

 

 Network Customer:   

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.  

James J. Jura  

2814 S. Golden  

Springfield, MO 65807  

Email Address:  jjura@aeci.org 

Phone Number:  (417) 885-9218 

 

 

7.0 This Service Agreement shall not be assigned by either Party without the prior written 

consent of the other Party, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.  However, 

either Party may, without the need for consent from the other, transfer or assign this Service 

Agreement to any person succeeding to all or substantially all of the assets of such Party.  

However, the assignee shall be bound by the terms and conditions of this Service 

Agreement. 

 

8.0 Nothing contained herein shall be construed as affecting in any way the Transmission 

Provider’s or a Transmission Owner’s right to unilaterally make application to the Federal 
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Energy Regulatory Commission, or other regulatory agency having jurisdiction, for any 

change in the Tariff or this Service Agreement under Section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 

or other applicable statute, and any rules and regulations promulgated thereunder; or the 

Network Customer's rights under the Federal Power Act and rules and regulations 

promulgated thereunder. 

 

9.0 By signing below, the Network Customer verifies that all information submitted to the 

Transmission Provider to provide service under the Tariff is complete, valid and accurate, 

and the Transmission Provider may rely upon such information to fulfill its responsibilities 

under the Tariff. 

 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Service Agreement to be executed 

by their respective authorized officials. 

 

TRANSMISSION PROVIDER    NETWORK CUSTOMER 

 

 /s/ Carl Monroe   /s/ James J. Jura 

Signature  Signature 

 

Carl Monroe 

  

 Jim J. Jura 

Printed Name  Printed Name 

 

 EVP & COO 

  

CEO & General Manager 

Title  Title 

 

 August 13, 2014 

  

 August 5, 2014 

Date  Date 
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE 

AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC 

COOPERATIVE, INC. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR NETWORK INTEGRATION TRANSMISSION SERVICE 

 

1.0 Network Resources 

The Network Resources are listed in Appendix 1. 

2.0 Network Loads 

 

The Network Load consists of the bundled native load or its equivalent for Network 

Customer load physically located on Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company’s transmission 

system as listed in Appendix 3. The Network Customer’s load is dynamically telemetered to 

and included in the Associated Electric Cooperative Balancing Authority Area. 

 

The Network Customer’s Network Load shall be measured on an hourly integrated basis, by 

suitable metering equipment located at each connection and delivery point, and each 

generating facility. The meter owner shall cause to be provided to the Transmission 

Provider, Network Customer and applicable Transmission Owner, on a monthly basis such 

data as required by Transmission Provider for billing.  The Network Customer’s load shall 

be adjusted, for settlement purposes, to include applicable Transmission Owner transmission 

and distribution losses, as applicable, as specified in Sections 8.5 and 8.6, respectively.  For 

a Network Customer providing retail electric service pursuant to a state retail access 

program, profiled demand data, based upon revenue quality non-IDR meters may be 

substituted for hourly integrated demand data. Measurements taken and all metering 

equipment shall be in accordance with the Transmission Provider’s standards and practices 

for similarly determining the Transmission Provider’s load.  The actual hourly Network 

Loads, by delivery point, internal generation site and point where power may flow to and 
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from the Network Customer, with separate readings for each direction of flow, shall be 

provided. 

3.0 Affected Control AreasBalancing Authority Area and Intervening Systems Providing 

Transmission Service 

The affected ControlBalancing Authority Area is Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company. The 

load is dynamically telemetered to and included in the Associated Electric Cooperative 

Balancing Authority Area but physically on the Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 

Transmission System.  The intervening systems providing transmission service are none.    

4.0 Electrical Location of Initial Sources 

See Appendix 1. 

5.0 Electrical Location of the Ultimate Loads 

The loads of Network Customer identified in Section 2.0 hereof as the Network Load are 

electrically located on the Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company transmission system. The 

load is dynamically telemetered to and included in the Associated Electric Cooperative 

Balancing Authority Area. 

6.0 Delivery Points 

The delivery points are the interconnection points identified in Section 2.0 as the Network 

Load.  

7.0 Receipt Points 

The Points of Receipt are listed in Appendix 2. 

8.0 Compensation 

Service under this Service Agreement may be subject to some combination of the charges 

detailed below.  The appropriate charges for individual transactions will be determined in 

accordance with the terms and conditions of the Tariff. 

8.1 Transmission Charge 

Monthly Demand Charge per Section 34 and Part V of the Tariff. 

8.2 System Impact and/or Facility Study Charge 

Studies may be required in the future to assess the need for system reinforcements in 

light of the ten-year forecast data provided.  Future charges, if required, shall be in 

accordance with Section 32 of the Tariff. 

 8.3 Direct Assignment Facilities Charge 
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8.4 Ancillary Service Charges 

8.4.1 The following Ancillary Services are required under this Service Agreement. 

a) Scheduling, System Control and Dispatch Service per Schedule 1 of 

the Tariff. 

b) Tariff Administration Service per Schedule 1-A of the Tariff. 

c) Reactive Supply and Voltage Control from Generation Sources 

Service per Schedule 2 of the Tariff. 

d) Regulation and Frequency Response Service per Schedule 3 of the 

Tariff. 

e) Energy Imbalance Service per Schedule 4 of the Tariff. 

f) Operating Reserve - Spinning Reserve Service per Schedule 5 of the 

Tariff. 

g) Operating Reserve - Supplemental Reserve Service per Schedule 6 of 

the Tariff. 

The Ancillary Services may be self-supplied by the Network Customer or 

provided by a third party in accordance with Sections 8.4.2 through 8.4.4, 

with the exception of the Ancillary Services for Schedules 1, 1-A, and 2, 

which must be purchased from the Transmission Provider. 

 

8.4.2 In accordance with the Tariff, when the Network Customer elects to self-

supply or have a third party provide Ancillary Services, the Network 

Customer shall indicate the source for its Ancillary Services to be in effect 

for the upcoming calendar year in its annual forecasts.  If the Network 

Customer fails to include this information with its annual forecasts, Ancillary 

Services will be purchased from the Transmission Provider in accordance 

with the Tariff. 

8.4.3 When the Network Customer elects to self-supply or have a third party 

provide Ancillary Services and is unable to provide its Ancillary Services, the 

Network Customer will pay the Transmission Provider for such services and 

associated penalties in accordance with the Tariff as a result of the failure of 

the Network Customer’s alternate sources for required Ancillary Services. 
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8.4.4 All costs for the Network Customer to supply its own Ancillary Services 

shall be the responsibility of the Network Customer. 

8.5 Real Power Losses- Transmission 

The Network Customer shall be responsible for losses in accordance with 

Attachment M of the Tariff.   

8.6  Real Power Losses- Distribution 

8.7 Power Factor Correction Charge 

N/A 

8.8 Redispatch Charge 

Redispatch charges shall be in accordance with Section 33.3 of the Tariff.  

8.9 Wholesale Distribution Service Charge 

Regarding Associated Electric Cooperative load physically located on the Oklahoma 

Gas and Electric Company transmission system, the Wholesale Distribution Service 

Charge is calculated as $3,469.17 per month for the OTOE delivery point. The 

Network Customer and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company (OG&E) have entered 

into a separate agreement, effective September 1, 2006, regarding charges for direct 

assignment facilities (DAF). This monthly amount is subject to change in accordance 

with the DAF Agreement. A detail of charges and delivery points to which charges 

are applicable are included as Appendix 4, Attachment A and B. Such changes shall 

be made with appropriate written notice to the Transmission Provider and in 

accordance with the DAF Agreement. The Network Customer, pursuant to 

Attachment C of the DAF Agreement, shall compensate Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company for line losses associated with Network Customer’s use of the distribution 

facilities by adjusting billing demand and energy quantities by applying the 

following loss factors: 

Demand Loss Factor: 0.83 % 

Energy Loss Factor: 0.66 % 

These rates do not include transmission level losses determined in accordance with 

Attachment M of the Tariff. 

8.10 Network Upgrade Charges 

8.11 Meter Data Processing Charge 
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8.12 Other Charges 

 N/A 

9.0 Credit for Network Customer-Owned Transmission Facilities 

None 

10.0 Designation of Parties Subject to Reciprocal Service Obligation 

None 

11.0 Other Terms and Conditions 

 None 
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Network Resources of  

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 1 ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC.   

NETWORK RESOURCES 

 

 

 

Maximum Net 

 

Dependable 

 

Capacity 

 

 

 

Network Resource 

 

Summer Winter Location 

 

 

Comments  

 

 

KAMO Electric 

Cooperative, Inc. and 

Associated Electric 

Cooperative, Inc. 

Integration Agreement 

executed January 9, 

1998 

 

13 

 

13 

Associated Electric Cooperative 

(“AECI”) shall schedule their 

fleet of generation to serve 

delivery points as listed in 

Appendix 3. AECI will supply 

KAMO with sufficient Energy to 

meet the delivery points’ hourly 

Energy demand and to account 

for the appropriate transmission 

and distribution losses associated 

with Energy deliveries from the 

AECI generation busses to the 

points of delivery.  AECI agrees 

to sell KAMO sufficient 

Capacity to meet the peak 

demand and planning reserve 

capacity.  AECI shall supply 

KAMO with Ancillary Services 

3, 4, 5, and 6. (Term of Service 

3/16/2013-3/16/2019) 
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Appendix 2 

 

Receipt Points of  

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 2 ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. RECEIPT POINTS 

Tieline / Plant Name Ownership Voltage 

(kV) 

 

Network Resource Interconnection points with 

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company on the 

Transmission Providers Transmission System 

OKGE Various  
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Appendix 3 

 

Delivery Points of 

 Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 3 ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. DELIVERY POINTS 

 

Delivery Point Name  Ownership Voltage (kV) 

OTOE   4138.0 OKGE 138 

KAMOMUL269.0 KAMO 69 

RSSVILE4  WFEC 138 
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Appendix 4 

Agreement Between Associated Electric Cooperative Inc. 

and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Regarding Charges for Direct Assignment 

Facilities  

(DAF) 
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AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. AND 

OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 

REGARDING  

CHARGES FOR DIRECT ASSIGNMENT FACILITIES  
 

This Agreement between Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., a rural electric 

cooperative corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri with its principal 

office in Springfield, Missouri, hereinafter referred to as “AECI” and Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company, an Oklahoma corporation, hereinafter referred to as “OG&E” is entered into this ___ 

day of ______________ 2006. 

 

WITNESSETH: 

 

WHEREAS, KAMO Power Electric Cooperative, Inc. (“KAMO”), is a member 

cooperative of AECI, and hereafter KAMO and AECI will be collectively referred to as AECI, 

 

WHEREAS, OG&E currently provides full requirements service to AECI’s point of 

delivery at Otoe, Oklahoma through its existing transmission and distribution system by virtue of 

that certain Power Exchange Agreement between KAMO and OG&E dated April 12, 1989, and 

accepted for filing by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) in Docket No. 

ER89-358-000 on July 1, 1989 (“the Power Exchange Agreement”); 

 

WHEREAS, AECI has determined to enter into a Network Integration Transmission 

Service Agreement ("NITS Agreement") with the Southwest Power Pool ("SPP") and a Network 

Operating Agreement ("NOA") with the SPP and OG&E; 

 

WHEREAS, On November 30, 2005, the SPP submitted for filing with the FERC a 

nonconforming, unexecuted NITS Agreement between SPP and AECI and a nonconforming, 

unexecuted NOA for execution by SPP, AECI, and OG&E in Docket No. ER06-257-000 to take 

transmission service under the SPP Open Access Transmission Service tariff ("OATT") to serve 

its load at the Otoe point of delivery in the OG&E control area and such agreements when 

executed and accepted for filing by FERC shall supersede the Power Exchange Agreement; and 

 

WHEREAS, in light of the changes in service that OG&E will provide to AECI at such 

time as the NOA and NITS Agreement become effective, the parties hereto have agreed to enter 

into this Agreement under which OG&E shall recover from AECI certain revenue associated 

with AECI's use of facilities directly assigned to its use for purposes of service provided in 

accordance with the terms of the SPP OATT to effectuate the transactions identified in the NOA 

and Paragraph 8.8 (Wholesale Distribution Service Charge) of the NITS Agreement.  
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NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual covenants and 

agreements hereinafter set forth, the parties hereto mutually covenant and agree as follows: 
 
 
 

ARTICLE I - DEFINITIONS 
 
For the purposes for this Agreement certain terms used herein are defined as follows:  

 1.1 Affiliate shall mean with respect to any specified Person, any other Person 

directly or indirectly controlling or controlled by or under direct or indirect common control with 

such specified Person.  For purposes of this definition, "control" (including, with correlative 

meanings, the terms "controlling," "controlled by" and "under common control with"), as used 

with respect to any Person, shall mean the possession, directly or indirectly, of the power to 

direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of such Person, whether through the 

ownership of voting securities, by agreement or otherwise. 

 1.2 Agreement shall mean this Agreement and all schedules and attachments applying 

hereto, including any appendices, schedules and attachments hereafter made and any 

amendments hereafter made. 

 1.3 Applicable Laws and Regulations shall mean all applicable federal, state and local 

laws, ordinances, rules and regulations, and all duly promulgated orders and other duly 

authorized actions of any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Parties and/or 

their respective facilities. 

 1.4 Delivery Point shall mean the point on OG&E’s 12.5kV buss where the AECI 

conductor attaches to serve the three-phase load requirements of AECI’s Otoe load. 

 1.5 Direct Assignment Facilities shall mean the facilities or portions of facilities 

owned by OG&E for the use of AECI to deliver power and energy to the Delivery Point as 

identified on Attachment A hereto.  

 

 1.6 Event of Default has the meaning set forth in Section 4.1. 

 1.7 FERC shall mean the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or any successor 

thereto. 

 1.8 Force Majeure shall have the meaning set forth in Section 10.1 of the SPP OATT. 

 1.9 Governmental Authority shall mean any federal, state, local or municipal 

governmental body; any governmental, regulatory or administrative agency, commission, body 

or other authority exercising or entitled to exercise any administrative, executive, judicial, 

legislative, policy, regulatory or taxing authority or power; or any court or governmental 

tribunal. 

1.10 New Total Substation Investment shall mean OG&E’s investment in distribution 

facilities required to serve Otoe load subsequent to AECI’s election to accept upgrades to Total 

Substation Investment pursuant to paragraph 11.2 of this Agreement. 
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 1.11 NERC shall mean the North American Electric Reliability Council, including any 

successor thereto or any regional reliability council, or any successor thereof. 

 1.12 Open Access Transmission Service Tariff shall mean the SPP Open Access 

Transmission Service Tariff  (or successor Tariff), as filed with FERC, as amended or 

supplemented from time to time, under which non-discriminatory open access transmission 

service on OG&E's transmission facilities is made available. 

 1.13 Party shall mean a party to this Agreement named in the preamble, above, or any 

permitted assignees. 

 1.14 Person shall mean any individual, governmental authority, corporation, limited 

liability company, partnership, limited partnership, trust, association or other entity. 

 1.15 Power shall mean the time rate of flow of electrical energy (megawatt-hours per 

hour) and shall be expressed in megawatts (MW). 

 1.16 Prudent Utility Practice shall mean any of the practices, methods and acts 

engaged in or approved by a significant portion of the electric utility industry during the relevant 

time period, or any of the practices, methods, and acts which, in the exercise of reasonable 

judgment in light of the facts known at the time the decision was made, could have been 

expected to accomplish the desired result at a reasonable cost consistent with good business 

practices, reliability, safety, and expedition.  Prudent Utility Practice is not intended to be limited 

to the optimum practice, method, or act to the exclusion of all others, but rather to be acceptable 

practices, methods, or acts, generally accepted in the region. 

 1.17 OG&E System shall mean the integrated system of electric generation, 

transmission and distribution facilities, and all facilities ancillary thereto, owned, controlled or 

operated by OG&E. 

 1.18 SPP shall mean the Southwest Power Pool, one of the regional reliability councils 

of NERC formed to promote reliability and adequacy of bulk power supply of the electric utility 

systems in North America, or any successor to the functions thereof. 

 1.19 SPP Criteria shall mean those operating guides promulgated by SPP relating to 

practices to be followed in the operation of the interconnected systems of the member utilities of 

SPP, as in effect from time to time, and any successor guides or rules of SPP applicable to the 

same subject matter. 

1.20 Total Substation Investment shall mean OG&E’s investment in Direct 

Assignment Facilities as reflected on Line 8 of Attachment A to this Agreement. 

 

 

ARTICLE II – COMPENSATION FOR SERVICES TO BE RENDERED 

 2.1 Each month during the term of this Agreement, AECI shall pay to SPP through 

Schedule 10 (Wholesale Distribution Service) of the SPP OATT a fee for the use AECI makes of 
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OG&E’s Direct Assignment Facilities using billing determinants adjusted for transformation 

losses.  The amount of the fee owed shall be set forth on Attachment A hereto.  In addition, 

AECI shall provide OG&E losses associated with AECI's use of the Direct Assignment Facilities 

as set forth on Attachment C hereto. 

2.2 No undertaking by one Party to the other Party under any provision of this 

Agreement shall constitute the dedication of the electric facilities of either Party (or of any 

Affiliate of OG&E), or any portion thereof, to the other Party. 

 

 2.3 Transmission and ancillary services are not included in this Agreement.  AECI 

shall make all necessary arrangements to transmit power and energy and for ancillary services 

under the SPP Tariff.  

 

2.4 The SPP shall file this Agreement as an Attachment to the NITS Agreement. 

 

2.5. During the term that this Agreement is in effect, OG&E shall, on an annual basis, 

but no later than July 1 of each year, file with the FERC revised Attachments A and B to update 

the data on which OG&E determines the fees owed to OG&E hereunder pursuant to the fixed 

rate formula set forth in Attachment B; provided that OG&E shall not modify the Rate of Return 

on Common Equity shown on Attachment B.  Such updated data shall be used to calculate the 

rates for the year beginning July 1.  The data used to update the Attachments shall be data from 

OG&E's then most recently filed FERC Form 1 Annual Report to the extent such input data is 

available in the Form 1.  To the extent such information is not available in the Form 1, OG&E 

shall use data from its most current audited books and records, and OG&E shall make available 

to AECI for review documents that are the source for such data.  AECI retains all rights under 

the Federal Power Act to challenge such annual filings with regard to the justness and 

reasonableness of the rates, charges and fees determined under this Agreement.   
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ARTICLE III - OPERATIONS 

 3.1 Operations 

 

 (a) Each Party shall operate and maintain its facilities, or cause its facilities to be 

operated and maintained, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the NOA and any 

applicable directives of the SPP or its successor entity.  In the event of a conflict between the 

provision in this Section 3.1 and the NOA, the NOA shall prevail.  To help ensure the protection 

and safety of the Parties' personnel and property, each Party shall operate in accordance with 

OG&E's transmission and distribution switching procedures for personnel protection as 

established in a non-discriminatory manner by OG&E.  Neither Party shall energize a de-

energized circuit owned or operated by OG&E except in accordance with all OG&E safety and 

operating protocols, as in effect from time to time. 

 

 (b) In accordance with NOA, the Parties agree to design, install, maintain, and 

operate, or cause the design, installation, maintenance, and operation of their respective facilities, 

so as to minimize to the extent reasonably possible the likelihood that a disturbance originating 

in its system would affect or impair the other Party’s facilities. 

 

 (c) If either Party reasonably believes that the other Party's facilities addressed 

hereunder, or any change thereto, may adversely affect the operations of the other Party, the 

Party believing the adverse impact to occur may notify the other Party of such problem and the 

Parties will, to the extent reasonably possible, negotiate in good faith to develop a modification 

or replacement for such procedure that both Parties can reasonably accept. 

 

 3.2 Miscellaneous Reporting Obligations 

 The Parties shall promptly provide to each other available information or documentation 

that may be reasonably requested in accordance with Prudent Utility Practice on a non-

discriminatory basis and in connection with this Agreement and that is necessary to determine 

whether the Direct Assignment Facilities are being operated and maintained in accordance with 

this Agreement. 

 

3.3 Compliance with NERC and SPP Standards 

 

 The implementation of this Agreement shall comply with all material requirements of the 

manuals, standards, criteria, and guidelines of the NERC and the SPP, or any successor entity 

assuming or charged with similar responsibilities related to the operation and reliability of the 

North American electric interconnected transmission grid.  Should a conflict exist between this 

Agreement and NERC Standards, Policies, and Procedures, then the NERC Standards, Policies, 

and Procedures shall control.  Should a conflict exist between this Agreement and SPP Criteria, 

then the SPP Criteria shall control.  To the extent that this Agreement does not specifically 

address or provide the mechanisms necessary to comply with such NERC or SPP manuals, 

standards, criteria, or guidelines, the Parties hereby agree that both Parties shall provide to the 

other Party all such information as may reasonably be required to comply with such manuals, 

standards, criteria, or guidelines and shall operate, or cause to be operated, their respective 

facilities in accordance with such manuals, standards, criteria, or guidelines.  
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ARTICLE IV - DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES 

 4.1  Events of Default and Termination 

 It shall be an "Event of Default" in respect of a Party under this Agreement, if a Party 

shall fail in any material respect to comply with, observe or perform, or default in the 

performance of, any covenant or obligation under this Agreement or if any representation or 

warranty made herein by a Party shall fail to be true and correct in all material respects, and after 

receipt of written notice, such failure shall continue for a period of thirty (30) days, provided, 

however, if such failure is not capable of cure within 30 days, the Party in default shall 

commence such cure within 30 days after notice and continuously and diligently complete such 

cure within 90 days of receipt of such notice. 

 If an Event of Default shall occur and continue for more than 90 days from the date the 

notice of default is received, the non-defaulting Party may, upon filing a notice of termination 

with FERC and with approval of that notice, or if the non-defaulting Party is OG&E, OG&E 

may, subject to compliance with Applicable Laws, Regulations and terms of the NITS/ NOA, 

disconnect the Delivery Point from the OG&E System; provided, further, that in the event of a 

failure of AECI to make payment hereunder, OG&E shall apply the procedures set forth in 

Section 7.3 of the SPP OATT (or applicable provision of any successor tariff).  In addition to the 

rights and remedies described in this Agreement, the non-defaulting Party may exercise, at its 

election, any right or remedy it may have at law or in equity, including but not limited to 

compensation for monetary damages, injunctive relief, and specific performance. 

 

 

ARTICLE V - TAXES 

 5.1 Should any tax, federal, state or local, in addition to such taxes as may now exist, 

be levied upon the charges imposed under this Agreement, such tax shall be added to the next 

bill under the appropriate rates and billing procedures.  OG&E shall bill AECI only those taxes 

that OG&E is legally obligated to pay. 

 

 

ARTICLE VI - PRUDENT UTILITY PRACTICE 

 6.1 The Parties agree to conduct their affairs under this Agreement in accordance with 

Prudent Utility Practice. 

 

ARTICLE VII - LIABILITY 

 7.1 IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY, ITS PARENT CORPORATION, 

SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES, THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND THEIR 

AFFILIATES, WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT, 

WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING THE NEGLIGENCE OF SUCH 

PARTY, WHETHER SOLE OR JOINT AND CONCURRENT WITH THE NEGLIGENCE OF 

OTHER PARTY OR OTHERS, GROSS NEGLIGENCE WILLFUL MISCONDUCT AND 

STRICT LIABILITY) OR OTHERWISE, BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, 

INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. 
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7.2 UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL EITHER PARTY, ITS OFFICERS, 

AGENTS, SERVANTS AND EMPLOYEES BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS, CLAIM OR 

EXPENSE THAT RESULTS FROM THE PARTY'S GOOD FAITH EFFORTS TO FOLLOW 

OR IMPLEMENT A RULE, POLICY, OR DIRECTIVE OF THE SPP. 

 

 

ARTICLE VIII - FORCE MAJEURE 

 8.1 Except for the obligation to make any payments under this Agreement, the Parties 

shall be excused from performing their respective obligations under this Agreement and shall not 

be liable in damages or otherwise if and to the extent that they are unable to so perform or are 

prevented from performing by a Force Majeure event, provided that (i)  the non-performing 

Party, as promptly as practicable after the occurrence of the Force Majeure event, but in no event 

later than fourteen (14) days thereafter, gives the other Party written notice describing the 

particulars of the occurrence; (ii)  the suspension of performance is of no greater scope and of no 

longer duration than is reasonably required by the Force Majeure event; (iii)  the non-performing 

Party uses all reasonable efforts to remedy its inability to perform; (iv)  as soon as the non-

performing Party is able to resume performance of its obligations excused as a result of the 

occurrence, it gives prompt written notification thereof to the other Party; and (v)  neither Party 

shall be required to settle any strike, walkout, lockout or other labor dispute on terms which, in 

the sole judgment of the Party involved in the dispute, are contrary to its interest, it being 

understood and agreed that the settlement of strikes, walkouts, lockouts or other labor disputes 

shall be entirely within the discretion of the Party having such dispute. 

 8.2 In no event will any condition of Force Majeure extend this Agreement beyond its 

stated term. 
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ARTICLE IX - APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

 9.1 This Agreement and all rights, obligations, and performances of the Parties 

hereunder, are subject to Applicable Laws and Regulations.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, each 

Party shall have the right at its sole expense to contest the application of any Applicable Laws 

and Regulations to such Party before the appropriate Governmental Authorities. 

9.2 This Agreement may be modified only by written amendment executed by the 

authorized representatives of both parties. No agent has power to amend, modify, alter or waive 

any provision of this contract, or to bind OG&E or AECI by making any promises or 

representations not contained herein. 

 

 9.3 The Parties expressly acknowledge that the rates set forth in this Agreement and 

the other terms and conditions of this Agreement are intended to remain fixed throughout the 

entire term of this Agreement, except as expressly provided herein. 

 9.4 Neither Party may seek unilateral changes to this Agreement under Section 205 of 

the Federal Power Act absent agreement of both parties; provided however that OG&E need not 

obtain AECI's consent to submit the annual filings contemplated by Section 2.5 and AECI need 

not obtain OG&E's consent to challenge the contents of such annual filings.  In the event of a 

change of circumstances, the Parties agree to attempt in good faith to negotiate a change to this 

Agreement to resolve the change of circumstances to their mutual satisfaction.  In the event 

either party seeks any contract changes under Section 206 of the Federal Power Act, the standard 

of review that shall apply to any such application for a change in the rates, terms or conditions 

specified in this Agreement, whether proposed by either Party or the Commission acting sua 

sponte, shall be the “public interest” standard of review delineated in United Gas Pipe Line Co. 

v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., 350 U.S. 332 (1956) and in Federal Power Commission v. Sierra 

Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348 (1956).   

 

ARTICLE X - RELATION TO OTHER AGREEMENTS 

 10.1 This Agreement provides for payments associated with use of facilities in 

connection with service provided under the SPP Tariff, pursuant to the NITS Agreement and 

NOA.  In addition, it is recognized that each of the Parties is party to agreements with third 

parties that provide for interconnections, pooling and interchange of Power and Energy.  This 

Agreement shall not affect the obligations or rights of either of the Parties with respect to such 

other agreements. 
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ARTICLE XI - TERM OF AGREEMENT 

 

 11.1 This Agreement shall become effective on the date that the NITS 

Agreement/NOA shall become effective and shall remain in effect until those agreements 

terminate; or upon not less than six months notice by AECI; provided, however, if AECI accepts 

New Total Substation Investment pursuant to paragraph 11.2 of this Agreement, AECI shall pay 

OG&E certain actual installation and removal costs associated with the establishment of the New 

Total Substation Investment to its Direct Assignment Facilities prior to the termination of this 

Agreement becoming effective.  In any case, such costs shall not exceed $100,000.  Upon the 

termination hereof, each of the Parties hereto shall, subject to satisfaction of applicable Laws and 

Regulations, discontinue the use of the facilities of the other, provided that at AECI’s request, the 

parties shall, at that time, enter into negotiations to enter into a new agreement to address any 

services or charges that are warranted. 

 

 

11.2 Notwithstanding Section 11.1 hereof, and except to the extent that a Force 

Majeure event requires OG&E to install, repair, or replace equipment or facilities to restore 

service to the AECI load, if OG&E proposes to increase the Total Substation Investment by more 

than 15% of $310,344 in one year, or if the proposed Total Substation Investment will be more 

than 140% of $310,344, in accord with Good Utility Practice, OG&E shall notify and provide 

AECI with an estimate of the cost of construction before OG&E incurs the expense.  In such 

event, AECI may within sixty days of receipt of such notice notify OG&E that it will terminate 

this Agreement as of the date on which AECI places its own facilities in service or makes other 

arrangements to replace the Direct Assignment Facilities, which date shall be not less than six 

months after the date of AECI’s notice to OG&E.  Should AECI elect to accept upgrades to the 

Total Substation Investment in excess of 140% of $310,344, the Total Substation Investment 

shall be re-established at the New Total Substation Investment amount, and the New Total 

Substation Investment shall be reflected on Line 8 of Attachment A to this Agreement.  

Thereafter, if OG&E proposes to increase the New Total Substation Investment by more than 

15% of the New Total Substation Investment amount in one year, or if the proposed New Total 

Substation Investment will be more than 140% of the New Total Substation Investment, in 

accord with Good Utility Practice, OG&E shall notify and provide AECI with an estimate of the 

cost of construction before OG&E incurs the expense.  In such event, AECI may within sixty 

days of receipt of such notice notify OG&E that it will terminate this Agreement as of the date 

on which AECI places its own facilities in service or makes other arrangements to replace the 

Direct Assignment Facilities, which date shall be not less than six months after the date of 

AECI’s notice to OG&E. 

 

 

ARTICLE XII - DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

 12.1 Any dispute between the Parties involving matters related to this Agreement shall 

be referred to a designated senior representative of each Party for resolution on an informal basis 

as promptly as practicable.  In the event the designated representatives are unable to resolve the 

dispute within thirty (30) days (or such other period as the Parties may agree upon) by mutual 

agreement, such dispute may be submitted to arbitration and resolved in accordance with the 

arbitration procedures set forth in Section 12 of the SPP OATT. 
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ARTICLE XIII - REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES  

 13.1 AECI Representations and Warranties 

 AECI makes the following representations and warranties: 

 (a) AECI, a rural electric cooperative corporation organized under the laws of the State of 

Missouri, has the requisite power and authority to own its properties, to carry on its business as 

now being conducted, and to enter into this Agreement and the transactions contemplated herein 

and perform and carry out all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and 

pursuant to this Agreement, and is duly authorized to execute and deliver this Agreement and 

consummate the transactions contemplated herein. 

 (b) AECI is not prohibited from entering into this Agreement or discharging and 

performing all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and pursuant to this 

Agreement.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the 

transactions contemplated herein and the fulfillment of and compliance with the provisions of 

this Agreement will not conflict with or constitute a breach of or a default under, or require any 

consent, license or approval that has not been obtained pursuant to, any of the terms, conditions 

or provisions of any Applicable Laws and Regulations, any order, judgment, writ, injunction, 

decree, determination, award or other instrument or legal requirement of any Governmental 

Authority, the certificate of incorporation and by-laws of AECI or any contractual limitation, 

restriction or outstanding trust indenture, deed of trust, mortgage, loan agreement, lease, other 

evidence of indebtedness or any other agreement or instrument to which AECI is a Party or by 

which it or any of its property is bound. 

 (c) AECI has taken all such actions as may be necessary or advisable and proper to 

authorize this Agreement, the execution and delivery hereof, and the consummation of 

transactions contemplated hereby. 

 (d) This Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of AECI enforceable in 

accordance with its terms. 

 13.2 OG&E's Representations and Warranties 

 OG&E makes the following representation and warranties: 

 (a) OG&E is a corporation duly organized, validly existing under the laws of the State of 

Oklahoma, is in good standing under its certificate of incorporation and the laws of the State of 

Oklahoma, has the requisite power and authority to own its properties, to carry on its business as 

now being conducted, and to enter into this Agreement and the transactions contemplated herein 

and perform and carry out all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and 

pursuant to this Agreement, and is duly authorized to execute and deliver this Agreement and 

consummate the transactions contemplated herein. 

 (b) OG&E is not prohibited from entering into this Agreement or discharging and 

performing all covenants and obligations on its part to be performed under and pursuant to this 

Agreement.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement, the consummation of the 

transactions 
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contemplated herein and the fulfillment of and compliance with the provisions of this Agreement 

will not conflict with or constitute a breach of or a default under, or require any consent, license 

or approval that has not been obtained pursuant, to any of the terms, conditions or provisions of 

any Applicable Laws and Regulations, any order, judgment, writ, injunction, decree, 

determination, award or other instrument or legal requirement of any Governmental Authority, 

the certificate of incorporation and by-laws of OG&E or any contractual limitation, corporate 

restriction or outstanding trust indenture, deed of trust, mortgage, loan agreement, lease, other 

evidence of indebtedness or any other agreement or instrument to which OG&E is a Party or by 

which it or any of its property is bound. 

 (c) OG&E has taken all such corporate actions as may be necessary or advisable and 

proper to authorize this Agreement, the execution and delivery hereof, and the consummation of 

transactions contemplated hereby. 

 (d) This Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of OG&E enforceable in 

accordance with its terms. 
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ARTICLE XIV - MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

 14.1 Severability 

 If any provision or provisions of this Agreement shall be held invalid, illegal, or 

unenforceable by any Governmental Authority having jurisdiction, the validity, legality, and 

enforceability of the remaining provisions shall in no way be affected or impaired thereby. 

 14.2  Relationship to NITS Agreement and NOA  

 The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement shall not affect the validity or 

effectiveness of the NITS Agreement to be entered between SPP and AECI or the NOA between 

AECI, OG&E and the SPP.  In the event of any inconsistency between this Agreement and the 

Attachments, this Agreement shall control with regard to these facilities.    

 14.3 Counterparts 

 This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, and each executed 

counterpart shall have the same force and effect as an original instrument. 

 14.4 No Third-Party Beneficiaries 

 This Agreement is not intended to, and does not, confer upon any Person other than the 

Parties hereto and their respective successors and permitted assigns, any rights or remedies 

hereunder. 

14.5  Interpretation 

 The words "include" or "including" shall mean including without limitation based on the 

item or items listed.  Except as otherwise stated, reference to Articles, Sections, Schedules, 

Appendices mean the Articles, Sections, Schedules, and Appendices of this Agreement.  The 

Appendices are hereby incorporated by reference into and shall be deemed a part of this 

Agreement.  All indices, titles, subject headings, section titles and similar items in this 

Agreement are provided for the purpose of reference and convenience only and are not intended 

to be inclusive or definitive or to affect the meaning of the contents or scope of this Agreement. 

 14.6  Submission to Jurisdiction; Waivers  

 Each of the Parties hereby irrevocably and unconditionally: 

 (a) submits for itself and its property in any legal action or proceeding relating to this 

Agreement, or for recognition and enforcement of any judgment in respect thereof, to the 

exclusive general jurisdiction of the Courts of the State of Oklahoma, the courts of the United 

States for the Western District of Oklahoma, and appellate courts from any thereof, or to the 

jurisdiction of the FERC, if it shall have exclusive or primary jurisdiction over the matter in 

dispute or controversy; 

 (b) consents and agrees that any such action or proceeding may be brought in and only in 

such courts or before the FERC if it shall have exclusive or primary jurisdiction over the matter 

in 
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dispute or controversy and waives any objection that it may now or hereafter have to the venue 

of any such action or proceeding in any such court or the Commission or that such action or 

proceeding was brought in an inconvenient court and agrees not to plead or claim the same; 

 (c) agrees that service of process in any such action or proceeding may be effected by 

mailing a copy thereof by registered or certified mail (or any substantially similar form of mail), 

postage prepaid, to the other Party; and 

 (d) agrees that nothing herein shall affect the right to effect service of process in any 

other manner permitted by law. 

 14.7 Assignments 

 This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon OG&E and AECI and 

their respective successors and permitted assigns and shall not be assignable by either Party 

without the written consent of the other Party (which consent shall not be unreasonably 

withheld), except as to the successor in the operation of its properties by reason of a merger, 

consolidation, sale or foreclosure where substantially all such properties are acquired by such a 

successor.  Any such successor shall have financial credit at least equal to that of the assignor.  

Upon assignment of this Agreement hereunder, the assigning Party shall be relieved of any 

further obligations under this Agreement arising after the date of such assignment to the extent 

that such obligations are expressly assumed by the assignee. 

 14.8 Waivers 

 The failure of either Party to insist in any one or more instance upon strict performance of 

any of the provisions of this Agreement or to take advantage of any of its rights under this 

Agreement shall not be construed as a general waiver of any such provision or the 

relinquishment of any such right, but the same shall continue and remain in full force and effect, 

except with respect to the particular instance or instances. 

 14.9  Cooperation 

 Each Party to this Agreement shall reasonably cooperate with the other as to all aspects 

relating to the performance of their respective obligations under this Agreement.  Each Party 

shall identify one representative to serve as a “Coordination Contact” to be the initial point of 

contact and coordinate the communication between the Parties in implementing this Agreement, 

including but not limited to proposed modifications to the Direct Assignment Facilities.  Within 

thirty (30) days of execution of this Agreement, each Party shall notify the other Party in writing 

of the person that it has appointed as its Coordination Contact. 

Each Party may change its Coordination Contact by written notice to the other Party, 

 14.10  Independent Contractor Status:  Third Parties 

 Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed as creating any relationship between the 

Parties, including any partnership or joint venture, other than that of independent contractors.  
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Nothing in this Agreement or any action taken hereunder shall be construed to create any duty, 

liability, or standard of care to any Person not a party to this Agreement. 

 14.11 Section Headings Not To Affect Meaning 

 The descriptive headings of the various Sections of this Agreement have been inserted for 

convenience of reference only and shall in no way modify or restrict any of the terms and 

provisions hereof. 

14.12 Notice 

 

Any notice given pursuant to this Agreement shall be in writing and delivered to the 

following: 

 

If to OG&E: 

 

Vice President of Transmission, OG&E  

Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company 

P.O. Box 321 

Oklahoma City, Ok 73101 

 

If to AECI: 

 

CEO & General Manager 

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. 

PO Box 754 

Springfield, MO  65801 

 

The names and address for notice to either Party may be changed at any time by written 

notice to the other Party. 

 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly  

authorized officers as of the day and year first above written. 

 
WITNESS:   OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRICT COMPANY 

 

By________________  By   /s/ Mel Perkins      

       Vice President of Transmission, OG&E 

 

 WITNESS:   ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 

 

By_/s/    By   /s/ James J. Jura      

 Assistant Secretary    CEO & General Manager, AECI 
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Attachment A 

  

Otoe 2013 
     

        
Dedicated Facilities 

 
Cost Year 

HW 
Index 

Cur 
Dollars 

        

    
$0  1984 0.812925 $0  

    
$0  1984 0.812925 $0  

   
Total $0  

 
Total $0  

        Circuit Facilities 
      

        

 

Conductor 
      

        

 
Wire 

Distance 
(ft.) Node 

    

    
$0  1989 0.894558 $0  

    
$0  1989 0.894558 $0  

    
$0  1970 0.282313 $0  

    
$0  1955 0.180272 $0  

      
Total $0  

        

        

 

Equipment 
      

        

 
Type (KVA, KVAR) Size 

Station 
No. 

    

    
$0  1985 0.816327 $0  

    
$0  1991 0.721088 $0  

      
Total $0  

        

       
$0  
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        TRANSFORMATION CHARGES 

        1. Dedicated Facilities 
    

$0  

2. Circuit Facilities (Cct. 423921) 
   

$0  

        3. Cct. Peak Month 
    

 December  

4. Cust. Peak @ time of Cct. Peak (kW) 
   

         4,819  

5. Cct. Peak (kW) 
     

         4,819  

6. Cust./Cct. Ratio (Ln.4 / Ln.5) 
    

1.000 

        7. Allocated Cct. Amount (Ln.2 x Ln.6) 
   

0 

        8. Total Substation Investment (Sub 4239) 
   

$367,188  

        9. Sub Peak Month 
    

 December  

10. Cust. Peak @ time of Sub. Peak (kW) 
   

         4,819  

11. Substation Peak (kW) 
    

         6,550  

12. Cust./Sub Ratio (Ln.10 / Ln.11) 
   

0.73572519 

        13. Allocated Substation Amount (Ln.8 x Ln.12) 
  

$270,149  

        14. Sub-total Amount (Ln.1 + Ln.7 + Ln.13) 
   

$270,149  

15. Fixed Charge Rate 
    

15.41% 

        16. Total Amount (Ln.14 x Ln.15) 
   

$41,630.03  

        17. Monthly Amount (Ln. 16 / 12) 
   

$3,469.17  
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Attachment B 

All items are found by page number, line 

   

Pg. 1 of  5 

number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 

    FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

O&M Expense: 

     

 

(Note: This section should only be completed if sales are based on system average energy cost) 

 
Production 

     

 

A. Total Power Production Expenses 

   

$1,145,684,219  

 

     (Pg.321, L.80, Col.(b)) 

    

 

B. Purchased Power Expenses 

   

$264,277,071  

 

     (Pg.321, L.76, Col.(b)) 

    

 

C. Energy Related O&M 

    

 

     (Pg.320, L.5, Col.(b)) 

  

$519,828,690  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.7, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.8, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.15, Col.(b)) 

  

$12,329,562  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.17, Col.(b)) 

  

$28,889,686  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.18, Col.(b)) 

  

$7,378,398  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.25, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.35, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.37, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.38, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.45, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.53, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.56, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.320, L.57, Col.(b)) 

  

$0  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.63, Col.(b)) 

  

$157,137,636  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.69, Col.(b)) 

  

$998,131  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.71, Col.(b)) 

  

$18,732,037  

 

 

     (Pg.321, L.72, Col.(b)) 

  

$461,743  

 

  

Total Energy related O&M 

  

$745,755,883  

 

D. Total Production Plant Investment 

    

 

     (Pg.204, L.46, Col.(g)) 

   

$3,477,575,744  

 

     (2 Yr. Average) 

     
       

  

(A-B-C) / D = 3.90% 

   

 
Transmission: 

     
       

 

A. Total Transmission Expenses 

    

 

     (Pg.321, L.112, Col.(b)) 

   

$109,160,394  

 

B. Transmission by Others 

    

 

     (Pg.321, L.96, Col.(b)) 

   

$547,206  

 

C. Total Transmission Plant Investment 

   

 

     (Pg.207, L.58, Col.(g)) 

   

$1,655,704,063  

 

     (2 Yr. Average) 

     
       

  

(A-B) / C = 6.56% 

   

 
Distribution: 

     
       

 

A. Total Distribution Expenses 

    

 

     (Pg.322, L.156, Col.(b)) 

   

$80,208,858  

 

B. Total Distribution Plant Investment 

    

 

     (Pg.207, L.75, Col.(g)) 

   

$3,300,018,503  

 

     (2 Yr. Average) 

     

  

A / B = 2.43% 

   This method should be used to compute the O&M component of the fixed charge rate only for sales of system 

power where energy is priced on an average system basis.  In all other circumstances, O&M is computed 

on a unit-specific basis using the unit participation work sheets. 
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All items are found by page number, line 

  

Pg. 2 of  5 

number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 

  
 FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

OTHER TAXES EXPENSE 

   

 

    X. Other Taxes (Electric Only) 

   

 

         (Pg.114, L.14, Col.(g)) 

  

$86,842,114  

 

    Y. Electric Plant in Service 

   

 

         (Pg.207, L.104, Col.(g)) 

  

$8,789,576,679  

 

         (2 Yr. Average) 

   

  

X / Y  =   0.99% 

  A&G 

EXPENSE 

    

 

    A. Production Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.20, Col.(b)) 

 

$58,908,453  

 

    B. Transmission Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.21, Col.(b)) 

 

$10,232,878  

 

    C. Distribution Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.23, Col.(b)) 

 

$36,358,211  

 

    D. A&G Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.27, Col.(b)) 

 

$30,491,797  

 

    E. Total Wages Expense 

   

  

(Pg.354, L.28, Col.(b)) 

 

$158,204,342  

 

    F. Total A&G related O&M 

   

  

(Pg.323, L.197, Col.(b)) 

 

$111,759,138  

 

    G. Total Production Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.46, Col.(g)) 

 

$3,477,575,744  

 

    H. Total Transmission Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.58, Col.(g)) 

 

$1,655,704,063  

 

    I. Total Distribution Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.75, Col.(g)) 

 

$3,300,018,503  

 

Production A&G Expense: 

   

  

(A / (E-D))*(F / G) = 1.48% 

  

 

Transmission A&G Expense: 

   

  

(B / (E-D))*(F / H) = 0.54% 

  

 

Distribution A&G Expense: 

   

  

(C / (E-D))*(F / I) = 0.96% 

   

 

 

All items are found by page number, line 

  

Pg. 3 of  5 
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number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 

    FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 

    

 

     DEp    = Production Depreciation Expense 

  

  

(Sum of Pg.336, L.2, Col.(b) through 

  

  

Pg.336, L.6, Col. (b)) 

  

$99,070,243  

 

     DEt    = Transmission Depreciation Expense 

  

  

(Pg.336, L.7, Col.(b)) 

  

$34,531,650  

 

     DEd    = Distribution Depreciation Expense 

  

  

(Pg.336, L.8, Col.(b)) 

  

$92,320,039  

 

     A       = Total Production Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.46, Col.(g)) 

  

$3,477,575,744  

 

     B       = Total Transmission Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.58, Col.(g)) 

  

$1,655,704,063  

 

     C       = Total Distribution Plant Investment 

  

  

(Pg.207, L.75, Col.(g)) 

  

$3,300,018,503  

 

Production Depreciation 

    

 

SLDp  = DEp / A = 2.85% 

   

 

n     = 35  

    

 

SFDp  = R / (((1+R)^n)-1)  = 0.51% 

   

 

Transmission Depreciation 

    

 

SLDt  = DEt / B = 2.09% 

   

 

n     = 48  

    

 

SFDt  = R / (((1+R)^n)-1)  = 0.17% 

   

 

Distribution Depreciation 

    

 

SLDd  = DEd / C = 2.80% 

   

 

n     = 36  

    

 

SFDd  = R / (((1+R)^n)-1)  = 0.48% 

   
COMPOSITE INCOME TAX EXPENSE 

    

 

State Tx         = 

 

5.70% 

   

 

Production CIT  = 

 

2.78% 

 Formula: (((35/65)+State Tx)/(1-State Tx))*(ROR+SFDp-SLDp)*(1-

(Wtd.LTD/ROR)) 

 

Transmission CIT  = 2.97% 

Formula: (((35/65)+State Tx)/(1-State Tx))*(ROR+SFDt-SLDt)*(1-

(Wtd.LTD/ROR)) 

 

Distribution CIT  = 2.79% 

 Formula: (((35/65)+State Tx)/(1-State Tx))*(ROR+SFDd-SLDd)*(1-

(Wtd.LTD/ROR)) 

     

General Plant $310,700,238  

     

(Pg.207, L.99, Col.(g)) 

 

     

(2 Yr. Average) 

  

 

All items are found by page number, line 

  

Pg. 4 of  5 

number, and column letter in FERC Form 1. 
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 FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

RATE OF RETURN WORKSHEET 

    

 

1.   Common Stock Calculation 

    

  

Proprietary Capital 

   

  

(Pg.112, L.16, Col.(c)) 

  

$2,829,247,486  

 

 Less: 

     

  

Preferred Stock 

   

  

(Pg.112, L.3, Col.(c)) 

  

$0  

 

 Less: 

     

  

Account No. 216.1 

   

  

(Pg.112, L.12, Col.(c)) 

  

$102,756  

   

Common Stock  = 

  

$2,829,144,730  

 

2.   Rate of Return Calculation 

    

  

LTD = Long Term Debt (Total) 

  

$2,305,712,795  

  

(Pg.112, sum of L.18, Col.(c) thru L.21, Col.(c)) 

 

  

(details on pp. 256-257) 

   

  

PF = Preferred Stock (Total) 

  

$0  

  

(Pg.112, L.3, Col.(c)) 

   

  

Common Stock 

  

$2,829,144,730  

  

(See Above) 

    

   
Total Capital  = 

  

$5,134,857,525  

       

  

i = LTD interest 

  

$127,165,937  

  

(Pg.117, L.70, Col.(c) minus L.68, Col.(c)) 

  

  

(details on p.257) 

   

  

d(pf) = Preferred Dividends 

  

$0  

  

(Pg.118, L.29, Col.(c)) 

   

  

Rate of Return on Common Equity  

=  11.00% 

  

 

Long Term Debt 44.903% Cost: 5.515% Weighted Long Term Debt Cost 2.477% 

 

Preferred Stock 0.000% Cost: 0.000% Weighted Preferred Stock Cost 0.000% 

 

Common Stock 55.097% Cost: 11.000% Weighted Common Stock Cost 6.061% 

     

OVERALL RATE OF RETURN = 8.537% 
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All items are found by page number, line 

number, and column letter in FERC form 1. 
   

Pg. 5 of  5 

    
        FIXED CHARGE WORKSHEET 

December 31, 2013 

       
    

SUMMARY 

       

    

Production Transmission Distribution 

       (1) O&M[1] 

  

3.90% 6.56% 2.43% 

       (2) Other Taxes 

  

0.99% 0.99% 0.99% 

       (3) A&G 

  

1.48% 0.54% 0.96% 

       (4) Return 

  

8.54% 8.54% 8.54% 

       (5) Depreciation 

  

0.51% 0.17% 0.48% 

       (6) Composite Inc. Tax 

 

2.78% 2.97% 2.79% 

       (7) General Plant 

  

0.48% 0.17% 0.31% 

       (8) Cash Wkg. Cap. 

  

0.15% 0.09% 0.03% 

       (9) ADIT Adjustment[2] 

 

-1.13% -1.15% -1.13% 

       FIXED CHARGE RATE 

 

17.69% 18.88% 15.41% 

(Use only with system avg. energy charge) 

    

       
FIXED CHARGE RATE - O&M[3] 

 

13.79% 

  
(Use for all other sales) 
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Attachment C 

 

Transformation Loss Factors for the Agreement Between Associated Electric Cooperative, 

Inc and Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company Regarding Charges For Direct Assignment 

Facilities   

 

 This Attachment C is agreed to on this ___ day of ____________, 2006, to become 

effective under and as part of the above Agreement between AECI and OG&E. 

 

AECI will arrange to receive power and energy at the point listed in Attachment A to the 

above Agreement.  Under the above Agreement, AECI will make use of the Direct Assignment 

Facilities at this location.  The power and energy AECI receives will be below transmission 

system voltage levels.  AECI shall compensate OG&E for line losses associated with AECI's use 

of the Direct Assignment Facilities by adjusting billing demand and energy quantities by 

applying the following loss factors: 

 

Demand Loss Factor   ___0.83        __% 

 

Energy Loss Factor  ___0.66______% 
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NETWORK OPERATING AGREEMENT BETWEEN SOUTHWEST POWER POOL, 

INC., ASSOCIATED ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. AND OKLAHOMA GAS AND 

ELECTRIC COMPANY 

 

This Network Operating Agreement ("Operating Agreement") is entered into this 1st day 

of July, 2014, by and between Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. ("Network Customer"), 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. ("Transmission Provider") and Oklahoma Gas and Electric 

Company ("Host Transmission Owner").  The Network Customer, Transmission Provider and 

Host Transmission Owner shall be referred to individually as a “Party” and collectively as 

"Parties." 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has determined that the Network Customer has 

made a valid request for Network Integration Transmission Service in accordance with the 

Transmission Provider’s Open Access Transmission Tariff ("Tariff") filed with the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission ("Commission"); 

WHEREAS, the Transmission Provider administers Network Integration Transmission 

Service for Transmission Owners within the SPP Region and acts as an agent for these 

Transmission Owners in providing service under the Tariff; 

WHEREAS, the Host Transmission Owner(s) owns the transmission facilities to which 

the Network Customer’s Network Load is physically connected;  

WHEREAS, the Network Customer has represented that it is an Eligible Customer under 

the Tariff; 

WHEREAS, the Network Customer and Transmission Provider have entered into a 

Network Integration Transmission Service Agreement (“Service Agreement”) under the Tariff; 

and 

WHEREAS, the Parties intend that capitalized terms used herein shall have the same 

meaning as in the Tariff, unless otherwise specified herein. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements herein, 

the Parties agree as follows: 

1.0 Network Service 

This Operating Agreement sets out the terms and conditions under which the 

Transmission Provider, Host Transmission Owner, and Network Customer will cooperate 

and the Host Transmission Owner and Network Customer will operate their respective 
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systems and specifies the equipment that will be installed and operated.  The Parties shall 

operate and maintain their respective systems in a manner that will allow the Host 

Transmission Owner and the Network Customer to operate their systems and the 

Transmission Provider to perform its obligations consistent with Good Utility Practice.  

The Transmission Provider may, on a non-discriminatory basis, waive the requirements 

of Section 4.1 and Section 8.3 to the extent that such information is unknown at the time 

of application or where such requirement is not applicable. 

2.0 Designated Representatives of the Parties 

2.1 Each Party shall designate a representative and alternate ("Designated 

Representative(s)") from their respective company to coordinate and implement, 

on an ongoing basis, the terms and conditions of this Operating Agreement, 

including planning, operating, scheduling, redispatching, curtailments, control 

requirements, technical and operating provisions, integration of equipment, 

hardware and software, and other operating considerations. 

2.2 The Designated Representatives shall represent the Transmission Provider, Host 

Transmission Owner, and Network Customer in all matters arising under this 

Operating Agreement and which may be delegated to them by mutual agreement 

of the Parties hereto. 

2.3 The Designated Representatives shall meet or otherwise confer at the request of 

any Party upon reasonable notice, and each Party may place items on the meeting 

agenda.  All deliberations of the Designated Representatives shall be conducted 

by taking into account the exercise of Good Utility Practice.  If the Designated 

Representatives are unable to agree on any matter subject to their deliberation, 

that matter shall be resolved pursuant to Section 12.0 of the Tariff, or otherwise, 

as mutually agreed by the Parties. 

3.0 System Operating Principles 

3.1 The Network Customer must design, construct, and operate its facilities safely 

and efficiently in accordance with Good Utility Practice, NERC, SPP, or any 

successor requirements, industry standards, criteria, and applicable 

manufacturer’s equipment specifications, and within operating physical parameter 
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ranges (voltage schedule, load power factor, and other parameters) required by the 

Host Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider. 

3.2 The Host Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider reserve the right to 

inspect the facilities and operating records of the Network Customer upon 

mutually agreeable terms and conditions. 

3.3 Electric service, in the form of three phase, approximately sixty hertz alternating 

current, shall be delivered at designated delivery points and nominal voltage(s) 

listed in the Service Agreement.  When multiple delivery points are provided to a 

specific Network Load identified in Appendix 3 of the Service Agreement, they 

shall not be operated in parallel by the Network Customer without the approval of 

the Host Transmission Owner and Transmission Provider.  The Designated 

Representatives shall establish the procedure for obtaining such approval.  The 

Designated Representatives shall also establish and monitor standards and 

operating rules and procedures to assure that transmission system integrity and the 

safety of customers, the public and employees are maintained or enhanced when 

such parallel operations is permitted either on a continuing basis or for 

intermittent switching or other service needs.  Each Party shall exercise due 

diligence and reasonable care in maintaining and operating its facilities so as to 

maintain continuity of service. 

3.4 The Host Transmission Owner and Network Customer shall operate their systems 

and delivery points in continuous synchronism and in accord with applicable 

NERC Standards, SPP Criteria, and Good Utility Practice. 

3.5 If the function of any Party’s facilities is impaired or the capacity of any delivery 

point is reduced, or synchronous operation at any delivery point(s) becomes 

interrupted, either manually or automatically, as a result of force majeure or 

maintenance coordinated by the Parties, the Parties will cooperate to remove the 

cause of such impairment, interruption or reduction, so as to restore normal 

operating conditions expeditiously. 

3.6 The Transmission Provider and Host Transmission Owner, if applicable, reserve 

the sole right to take any action necessary during an actual or imminent 

emergency to preserve the reliability and integrity of the Transmission System, 
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limit or prevent damage, expedite restoration of service, ensure safe and reliable 

operation, avoid adverse effects on the quality of service, or preserve public 

safety. 

3.7 In an emergency, the reasonable judgment of the Transmission Provider and Host 

Transmission Owner, if applicable, in accordance with Good Utility Practice, 

shall be the sole determinant of whether the operation of the Network Customer 

loads or equipment adversely affects the quality of service or interferes with the 

safe and reliable operation of the transmission system.  The Transmission 

Provider or Host Transmission Owner, if applicable, may discontinue 

transmission service to such Network Customer until the power quality or 

interfering condition has been corrected.  Such curtailment of load, redispatching, 

or load shedding shall be done on a non-discriminatory basis by Load Ratio 

Share, to the extent practicable.  The Transmission Provider or Host Transmission 

Owner, if applicable, will provide reasonable notice and an opportunity to 

alleviate the condition by the Network Customer to the extent practicable. 

4.0 System Planning & Protection 

4.1 No later than October 1 of each year, the Network Customer shall provide the 

Transmission Provider and Host Transmission Owner the following information: 

a) A ten (10) year projection of summer and winter peak demands with the 

corresponding power factors and annual energy requirements on an 

aggregate basis for each delivery point.  If there is more than one delivery 

point, the Network Customer shall provide the summer and winter peak 

demands and energy requirements at each delivery point for the normal 

operating configuration; 

b) A ten (10) year projection by summer and winter peak of planned 

generating capabilities and committed transactions with third parties 

which resources are expected to be used by the Network Customer to 

supply the peak demand and energy requirements provided in (a); 

c) A ten (10) year projection by summer and winter peak of the estimated 

maximum demand in kilowatts that the Network Customer plans to 
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acquire from the generation resources owned by the Network Customer, 

and generation resources purchased from others; and 

d) A projection for each of the next ten (10) years of transmission facility 

additions to be owned and/or constructed by the Network Customer which 

facilities are expected to affect the planning and operation of the 

transmission system within the Host Transmission Owner’s Zone. 

This information is to be delivered to the Transmission Provider’s and Host 

Transmission Owner’s Designated Representatives pursuant to Section 2.0. 

4.2 Information exchanged by the Parties under this article will be used for system 

planning and protection only, and will not be disclosed to third parties absent 

mutual consent or order of a court or regulatory agency. 

4.3 The Host Transmission Owner, and Transmission Provider, if applicable, will 

incorporate this information in its system load flow analyses performed during the 

first half of each year.  Following completion of these analyses, the Transmission 

Provider or Host Transmission Owner will provide the following to the Network 

Customer: 

a) A statement regarding the ability of the Host Transmission Owner’s 

transmission system to meet the forecasted deliveries at each of the 

delivery points; 

b) A detailed description of any constraints on the Host Transmission 

Owner’s system within the five (5) year horizon that will restrict 

forecasted deliveries; and  

c) In the event that studies reveal a potential limitation of the Transmission 

Provider’s ability to deliver power and energy to any of the delivery 

points, a Designated Representative of the Transmission Provider will 

coordinate with the Designated Representatives of the Host Transmission 

Owner and the Network Customer to identify appropriate remedies for 

such constraints including but not limited to: construction of new 

transmission facilities, upgrade or other improvements to existing 

transmission facilities or temporary modification to operating procedures 

designed to relieve identified constraints.  Any constraints within the 
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Transmission System will be remedied pursuant to the procedures of 

Attachment O of the Tariff.  

For all other constraints the Host Transmission Owner, upon 

agreement with the Network Customer and consistent with Good Utility 

Practice, will endeavor to construct and place into service sufficient 

capacity to maintain reliable service to the Network Customer. 

An appropriate sharing of the costs to relieve such constraints will 

be determined by the Parties, consistent with the Tariff and with the 

Commission’s rules, regulations, policies, and precedents then in effect.  If 

the Parties are unable to agree upon an appropriate remedy or sharing of 

the costs, the Transmission Provider shall submit its proposal for the 

remedy or sharing of such costs to the Commission for approval consistent 

with the Tariff. 

4.4 The Host Transmission Owner and the Network Customer shall coordinate with 

the Transmission Provider: (1) all scheduled outages of generating resources and 

transmission facilities consistent with the reliability of service to the customers of 

each Party, and (2) additions or changes in facilities which could affect another 

Party’s system.  Where coordination cannot be achieved, the Designated 

Representatives shall intervene for resolution. 

4.5 The Network Customer shall coordinate with the Host Transmission Owner 

regarding the technical and engineering arrangements for the delivery points, 

including one line diagrams depicting the electrical facilities configuration and 

parallel generation, and shall design and build the facilities to avoid interruptions 

on the Host Transmission Owner’s transmission system. 

4.6 The Network Customer’s Network Loads are telemetered to the AECI control 

area and thus shall comply with the Southeast Reliability Council (SERC) 

underfrequency load shedding criteria. Otherwise, the Network Customer shall 

provide for automatic and underfrequency load shedding of the Network 

Customer Network Load in accordance with the SPP Criteria related to 

emergency operations. 
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5.0 Maintenance of Facilities 

5.1 The Network Customer shall maintain its facilities necessary to reliably receive 

capacity and energy from the Host Transmission Owner’s transmission system 

consistent with Good Utility Practice.  The Transmission Provider or Host 

Transmission Owner, as appropriate, may curtail service under this Operating 

Agreement to limit or prevent damage to generating or transmission facilities 

caused by the Network Customer’s failure to maintain its facilities in accordance 

with Good Utility Practice, and the Transmission Provider or Host Transmission 

Owner may seek as a result any appropriate relief from the Commission. 

5.2 The Designated Representatives shall establish procedures to coordinate the 

maintenance schedules, and return to service, of the generating resources and 

transmission and substation facilities, to the greatest extent practical, to ensure 

sufficient transmission resources are available to maintain system reliability and 

reliability of service. 

5.3 The Network Customer shall obtain: (1) concurrence from the Transmission 

Provider before beginning any scheduled maintenance of facilities which could 

impact the operation of the Transmission System over which transmission service 

is administered by Transmission Provider; and (2) clearance from the 

Transmission Provider when the Network Customer is ready to begin 

maintenance on a transmission line or substation.  The Transmission Provider 

shall coordinate clearances with the Host Transmission Owner.  The Network 

Customer shall notify the Transmission Provider and the Host Transmission 

Owner as soon as practical at the time when any unscheduled or forced outages 

occur and again when such unscheduled or forced outages end. 

 

6.0 Scheduling Procedures 

6.1 The Network Customer is responsible for providing its Resource and load 

information to the Transmission Provider in accordance with Attachment AE. 

6.2 For Interchange Transactions the Network Customer shall submit, or arrange to 

have submitted, the schedule of Energy to or from the Transmission Provider and 
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a transaction identification E-Tag for each such schedule where required by 

NERC Standard INT-001.   

7.0 Ancillary Services 

7.1 The Network Customer must make arrangements in appropriate amounts for all of 

the required Ancillary Services described in the Tariff.  The Network Customer 

must obtain these services from the Transmission Provider or, where applicable, 

self-supply or obtain these services from a third party. 

7.2 Where the Network Customer elects to self-supply or have a third party provide 

Ancillary Services, the Network Customer must demonstrate to the Transmission 

Provider that it has either acquired the Ancillary Services from another source or 

is capable of self-supplying the services. 

7.3 The Network Customer must designate the supplier of Ancillary Services. 

8.0 Metering 

8.1 The Network Customer shall provide for the installation of meters, associated 

metering equipment and telemetering equipment.  The Network Customer shall 

permit (or provide for, if the Network Customer is not the meter owner) the 

Transmission Provider’s and Host Transmission Owner’s representative to have 

access to the equipment at all reasonable hours and for any reasonable purpose, 

and shall not permit unauthorized persons to have access to the space housing the 

equipment.  Network Customer shall provide to (or provide for, if the Network 

Customer is not the meter owner) the Host Transmission Owner access to load 

data and other data available from any delivery point meter.  If the Network 

Customer does not own the meter, the Host Transmission Owner shall make 

available, upon request, all load data and other data obtained by the Host 

Transmission Owner from the relevant delivery point meter, if available utilizing 

existing equipment.  The Network Customer will cooperate on the installation of 

advanced technology metering in place of the standard metering equipment at a 

delivery point at the expense of the requestor; provided, however, that meter 

owner shall not be obligated to install, operate or maintain any meter or related 

equipment that is not approved for use by the meter owner and/or Host 

Transmission Owner, and provided that such equipment addition can be 
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accomplished in a manner that does not interfere with the operation of the meter 

owner’s equipment or any Party’s fulfillment of any statutory or contractual 

obligation. 

8.2 The Network Customer shall provide for the testing of the metering equipment at 

suitable intervals and its accuracy of registration shall be maintained in 

accordance with standards acceptable to the Transmission Provider and consistent 

with Good Utility Practice.  At the request of the Transmission Provider or Host 

Transmission Owner, a special test shall be made, but if less than two percent 

inaccuracy is found, the requesting Party shall pay for the test.  Representatives of 

the Parties may be present at all routine or special tests and whenever any 

readings for purposes of settlement are taken from meters not having an 

automated record.  If any test of metering equipment discloses an inaccuracy 

exceeding two percent, the accounts of the Parties shall be adjusted.  Such 

adjustment shall apply to the period over which the meter error is shown to have 

been in effect or, where such period is indeterminable, for one-half the period 

since the prior meter test.  Should any metering equipment fail to register, the 

amounts of energy delivered shall be estimated from the best available data. 

8.3 If the Network Customer is supplying energy to retail load that has a choice in its 

supplier, the Network Customer shall be responsible for providing all information 

required by the Transmission Provider for billing purposes.  Metering information 

shall be available to the Transmission Provider either by individual retail 

customer or aggregated retail energy information for that load the Network 

Customer has under contract during the billing month.  For the retail load that has 

interval demand metering, the actual energy used by interval must be supplied.  

For the retail load using standard kWh metering, the total energy consumed by 

meter cycle, along with the estimated demand profile must be supplied.  All rights 

and limitations between Parties granted in Sections 8.1, and 8.2 are applicable in 

regards to retail metering used as the basis for billing the Network Customer. 

9.0 Connected Generation Resources 

9.1 The Network Customer’s connected generation resources that have automatic 

generation control and automatic voltage regulation shall be operated and 
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maintained consistent with regional operating standards, and the Network 

Customer or the operator shall operate, or cause to be operated, such resources to 

avoid adverse disturbances or interference with the safe and reliable operation of 

the transmission system as instructed by the Transmission Provider. 

9.2 For all Network Resources of the Network Customer, the following generation 

telemetry readings shall be submitted to the Transmission Provider and Host 

Transmission Owner: 

1) Analog MW; 

2) Integrated MWHRS/HR; 

3) Analog MVARS; and 

4) Integrated MVARHRS/HR. 

10.0 Redispatching, Curtailment and Load Shedding 

10.1 In accordance with Section 33 of the Tariff, the Transmission Provider may 

require redispatching of Resources to relieve existing or potential transmission 

system constraints.  The Transmission Provider shall redispatch Resources in 

accordance with the Energy and Operating Reserve Markets operations specified 

in Attachment AE.  The Network Customer shall respond immediately to requests 

for redispatch from the Transmission Provider.  The Transmission Provider will 

bill or credit the Network Customer as appropriate using the settlement 

procedures specified in Attachment AE.   

10.2 The Parties shall implement load-shedding procedures to maintain the reliability 

and integrity for the Transmission System as provided in Section 33.1 of the 

Tariff and in accordance with applicable NERC and SPP requirements and Good 

Utility Practice.  Load shedding may include (1) automatic load shedding, (2) 

manual load shedding, and (3) rotating interruption of customer load.  When 

manual load shedding or rotating interruptions are necessary, the Host 

Transmission Owner shall notify the Network Customer’s dispatcher or 

schedulers of the required action and the Network Customer shall comply 

immediately. 

10.3 The Network Customer will coordinate with the Host Transmission Owner to 

ensure sufficient load shedding equipment is in place on their respective systems 
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to meet SPP requirements.  The Network Customer and the Host Transmission 

Owner shall develop a plan for load shedding which may include manual load 

shedding by the Network Customer. 

11.0 Communications 

11.1 The Network Customer shall, at its own expense, install and maintain 

communication link(s) for scheduling.  The communication link(s) shall be used 

for data transfer and for voice communication. 

11.2 A Network Customer self-supplying Ancillary Services or securing Ancillary 

Services from a third-party shall, at its own expense, install and maintain 

telemetry equipment communicating between the generating resource(s) 

providing such Ancillary Services and the Host Transmission Owner's Zone. 

12.0 Cost Responsibility 

12.1 The Network Customer shall be responsible for all costs incurred by the Network 

Customer, Host Transmission Owner, and Transmission Provider to implement 

the provisions of this Operating Agreement including, but not limited to, 

engineering, administrative and general expenses, material and labor expenses 

associated with the specification, design, review, approval, purchase, installation, 

maintenance, modification, repair, operation, replacement, checkouts, testing, 

upgrading, calibration, removal, and relocation of equipment or software, so long 

as the direct assignment of such costs is consistent with Commission policy. 

12.2 The Network Customer shall be responsible for all costs incurred by Network 

Customer, Host Transmission Owner, and Transmission Provider for on-going 

operation and maintenance of the facilities required to implement the provisions 

of this Operating Agreement so long as the direct assignment of such costs is 

consistent with Commission policy.  Such work shall include, but is not limited 

to, normal and extraordinary engineering, administrative and general expenses, 

material and labor expenses associated with the specifications, design, review, 

approval, purchase, installation, maintenance, modification, repair, operation, 

replacement, checkouts, testing, calibration, removal, or relocation of equipment 

required to accommodate service provided under this Operating Agreement. 
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13.0 Billing and Payments 

Billing and Payments shall be in accordance with Attachment AE and Section 7 of the 

Tariff. 

 

14.0 Dispute Resolution 

Any dispute among the Parties regarding this Operating Agreement shall be resolved 

pursuant to Section 12 of the Tariff, or otherwise, as mutually agreed by the Parties. 

 

15.0 Assignment 

This Operating Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the Parties 

and their respective successors and assigns, but shall not be assigned by any Party, except 

to successors to all or substantially all of the electric properties and assets of such Party, 

without the written consent of the other Parties.  Such written consent shall not be 

unreasonably withheld. 

16.0 Choice of Law 

The interpretation, enforcement, and performance of this Operating Agreement shall be 

governed by the laws of the State of Arkansas, except laws and precedent of such 

jurisdiction concerning choice of law shall not be applied, except to the extent governed 

by the laws of the United States of America. 

 

17.0 Entire Agreement 

The Tariff and Service Agreement, as they are amended from time to time, are 

incorporated herein and made a part hereof.  To the extent that a conflict exists between 

the terms of this Operating Agreement and the terms of the Tariff, the Tariff shall control. 

 

18.0 Unilateral Changes and Modifications 

Nothing contained in this Operating Agreement or any associated Service Agreement 

shall be construed as affecting in any way the right of the Transmission Provider or a 

Transmission Owner unilaterally to file with the Commission, or make application to the 

Commission for, changes in rates, charges, classification of service, or any rule, 

regulation, or agreement related thereto, under section 205 of the Federal Power Act and 
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pursuant to the Commission’s rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, or under 

other applicable statutes or regulations. 

Nothing contained in this Operating Agreement or any associated Service 

Agreement shall be construed as affecting in any way the ability of any Network 

Customer receiving Network Integration Transmission Service under the Tariff to 

exercise any right under the Federal Power Act and pursuant to the Commission’s rules 

and regulations promulgated thereunder; provided, however, that it is expressly 

recognized that this Operating Agreement is necessary for the implementation of the 

Tariff and Service Agreement.  Therefore, no Party shall propose a change to this 

Operating Agreement that is inconsistent with the rates, terms and conditions of the Tariff 

and/or Service Agreement. 

19.0 Term 

This Operating Agreement shall become effective on the date assigned by the 

Commission (“Effective Date”), and shall continue in effect until the Tariff or the 

Network Customer’s Service Agreement is terminated, whichever shall occur first. 

 

20.0 Notice 

20.1 Any notice that may be given to or made upon any Party by any other Party under 

any of the provisions of this Operating Agreement shall be in writing, unless 

otherwise specifically provided herein, and shall be considered delivered when 

the notice is personally delivered or deposited in the United States mail, certified 

or registered postage prepaid, to the following: 

 

Transmission Provider 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

Tessie Kentner 

Attorney 

201 Worthen Drive 

Little Rock, AR  72223-4936 

Phone: (501) 688-1782  

Email: tkentner@spp.org 

 

[Host Transmission Owner] 

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company 

Philip L. Crissup 
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Vice President – Utility Technical Services 

P.O. Box 321   M/C 903 

Oklahoma City, Ok 73101 

Phone: (405) 553-3461  

Email: crissupl@oge.com 

 

[Network Customer] 

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.  

James J. Jura 

Chief Executive Officer and General Manager 

2814 S. Golden 

Springfield, MO 65807 

Phone: (417) 885-9218  

Fax: (417) 885-9229  

Email: jjura@aeci.org 

 

Any Party may change its notice address by written notice to the other Parties in 

accordance with this Article 20. 

20.2 Any notice, request, or demand pertaining to operating matters may be delivered 

in writing, in person or by first class mail, e-mail, messenger, or facsimile 

transmission as may be appropriate and shall be confirmed in writing as soon as 

reasonably practical thereafter, if any Party so requests in any particular instance. 
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21.0 Execution in Counterparts 

This Operating Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts with the same 

effect as if all Parties executed the same document.  All such counterparts shall be 

construed together and shall constitute one instrument. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Operating Agreement to be 

executed by their respective authorized officials, and copies delivered to each Party, to become 

effective as of the Effective Date. 

 

TRANSMISSION PROVIDER    HOST TRANSMISSION OWNER 

 

 /s/ Carl Monroe   /s/ Philip L. Crissup 

Signature  Signature 

 

 Carl Monroe 

   

Philip L. Crisssup 

Printed Name  Printed Name 

 

 EVP & COO 

  

Vice President Utility Tech Support 

Title  Title 

 

 August 13, 2014 

  

 7/24/14 

Date  Date 

 

NETWORK CUSTOMER 

 

 /s/ James J. Jura 

Signature 

 

 Jim J. Jura 

Printed Name 

 

CEO & General Manager 

Title 

 

 August 5, 2014 

Date 
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